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Fundamentals

1, Fundamentals

1.1. lntroduction to the controller

lntroduction:

The Multibend 9000 microcomputer controller was specially developed for RAS folding
machines.

State-of-the-art 32-bit microprocessor technology in combination with user friendly software
gives you a wide range of new options.
While developing the controller we placed great emphasis on ease of use so that no specialist
(programmer or technician) is required when you enter programs.

r Softkeys,awlndowing userenvironmentand
input.

. Soft keys make the controller clearly organised, as just 10 soft keys cover functions otherwise
requiring some 150 pushbuttons. The soft key assignments change according to the current
input context.

. The entered values are checked for validity in order to prevent false inputs.

. Each program line can contain the following inputs:

bending angle

backstop position

upper beam downward stroke (clamp)

upper beam upward stroke (release)

bending beam adjustment

lower beam adjustment

auxiliary functions

user comments

angle correction (line-specifi c)

. You can select up to 20 different auxiliary functions in each program line.

. The main memory of the CNC controller holds up to 40 program lines, providing for enough
inputs to accommodate your workpieces including subroutines.

r A "sofi key typewrite/' lets you entertext, such as program-related or line-related information.

a
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Fundamentals

Extensive program information with schedule planning can be appended to the program like

a work plan.

For each bending program you can specify the tool configuration for the upper, lower and

bending beams. This data is saved with the bending program.

Atool managermanages upto 15 upper, 5lowerand 10 bending beamtoolsetswith graphical

representations. The controller calculates the ideal tool length and position in dialogue with

the user.

a you can specify individual parameter data such as speed, pressure and resilience constants

for each bending Program.

The current program line is zoomed on the display, with the following information displayed

to help the user during programming:

''INACTIVE'' lf no backstop position has
been entered. (The back-
stop runs to its maximum
position and lowers the
backstop flaps.)

''INFO LINE'' l-ines that are not used
during execution (e.9.
developed lengths or notch-
ing dimensions)

''PROGRAM END'' Empty lines indicate the
end of the program.

a

a Accidentally deleted values can be restored using the key as long as you haveUNDO

a

a

a

not moved the cursor

A calculator option can be selected to help with programming. lt accepts program values and

can insert the results into the appropriate program line.

Variable programs save you having to enter the entire program. Without doing any program-

ming, you can use default programs to produce parts with similar shapes. The user enters

the drawing data in dialogue with the controller.

70 programs, program parameters and items of program information can be saved to a single
3.5" diskette.

Data can be transferred to a PC running MS-DOS. You can also program externally on the

PC using a software package available from RAS.

I

i

I

I

I

i
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Foreground function key

Background function key

Select using the key

Additional function keys depending on the cursor position in
the input level.

Exit the current level.

Features and terminology:

Soft keys are function keys whose assignments change continuously depending on
the inp.gt context. There are four different kinds of soft keys:

Soft keys

green soft key

pink soft key

cyan-soft key

blue soft key
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NEXT

F3
The soft keys appear at the bottom of the screen above the buttons. The button's
function corresponds to the displayed soft key.
Soft keys Fl - F10 are located directly below the screen.

Screen windows

A distinction is made between display, input and tool
windows.

. The display window informs you about various states.

. The input window lets you enter program lines or parameter data.

. Toolwindows are auxiliary functions that pop up, such as the calculator or typewriter.

This method of program input is simple and clear, as only the information required forthe current
situation is requested.

July 7th, 1994 1-3 Multibend 9000



Fundamentals

Main menu
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From the main menu you can select the various modes of operation. Messages and soft keys

point out further relevant screens to the user.

changing from one mode to another is always done via the main menu.

Select the main menu by pressing the key (see section 1.3)

Editor

Pk.
.:,.39.

A set of cursor keys (the cursor is the light input mark) for UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT and HOME

(cursor jumps to ine'top left of the screin; allow simple input in connection with JUMP, MARK'

COPY and MOVE functions (see 5.1.2).
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Auto Glear

The Auto Clear function means that you don't need to clear an existing value to enter a new value.
Simply enter the new value on the 10-key pad, and it is immediately inserted in the program line
(see 5.1.4 Auto Clear).

Auto Save

Every value you enter is permanently saved, i.e. after entering a value, you need not confirm it

with the key

The foreground memory (working memory) is also a non-volatile memory. All program lines,
parameters, Save parameters and information are retained even when the controller is switched
off.

Parameters

Parameters are variables with which you can speciff
the speed of the bending beam and upper beam, for
example, or define the safety limits.

The parameters are assigned to the program and are automatically saved to disk when the
program is saved.

Diskette

Diskettes are exchangeable storage media that are used to save programs, parameters and
program information (see 11.1 Working with diskettes).

DIR = Directory

Shows you the contents, or directory, of a diskette. This directory is read automatically when pu
enter the manager menu (see 1 1.1.2 Reading the diskette directory).
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UNDO

you can restore accidentally deleted values (i.e. "undo" the deletion) as long as you have not

moveO the cursor since the ieletion (see 5.1.5 Restoring deleted values).

Cursor = the screen pointer used for input

A cursor is a bright mark that you move around the screen to indicate which character the current

editing operation is to affect (see 5'1.2 Moving the cursor)'

Insert

lnsert a new line between existing lines (see.5'2'2 lnsert line)

Delete

Deleie lines (see 5.2'3 Delete line)

Mark

Mark a block consisting of several lines. The block can then be copied or moved (see 5.2'6 Mark

block)

Gopy

Copy (duplicate) a marked block (see 5.2.7 Copy block)'

Move

Move (relocate) a marked block to another part of the program (see 5'2'8 Move block)'

DNC

Data transfer from the machine to an external PC or vice versa'

s
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1.2. Technical specifications (microcom ller)puter contro

' This controller is equipped with a NATIONAL 32-bit microprocessor, allowing the latest
technology in folding machine control.

. The basic version of the controller is configured for 6 digital axes:

Upper beam with 2 separate displacement measuring systems.

Bending beam from 0 - 180".

Backstop adjustmentfrom 0.394 to61.024 inch (10 - 1550 mm) (standard) and up to
159.449 inch (4050 mm) in special versions.

Bending beam adjustment from 0 to 3.1S0 inch (0 _ 80.0 mm).

Lower beam adjustment (optional).

' lnthestandardversion,thecontrollerhasaserialRA232 C(V24)interface.Thetransmission
rats is 9'600 baud and the effective range is 100 feet (30 m). This lnterface is used for printer
or data transfer.

' An RS 422 interface is available as an optionalextra, with a transmission rate of 12g.000
baud and a range 9f 0.62 miles (1 tm;. ihe same connector includes a second interface,
which can be an RS 232 C (V24) or RS 422 at 9.600 baud.

. The programs can be saved to 3.S" diskeftes. The capacity is:

70 programs, each with

* up to 40 program lines,

+ 16 parameters,

+ 24 program information lines,

+ and the tool configuration data for the upper, lower and bending beams.

It can also hold:

+ 30 toolsets,

+ 115 Save parameter data items

depending on the program.

The controller is equipped with 2 battery backed 8x32k RAMs which retain the stored values
when the controller is switched off (main memory). These RAM modules hold the following
data:

40 program input lines

1 6 p.arameters (program-related)

j-

I

I

t
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I

l

a
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30 tool sets

115 Save Parameters

24 lines of Program information

the current tool configuration of the machine'

TheseRAMshaveanintegratedbatterywithachargelifeofabout5years.
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1.3. Menu options (main menu)

After completing the calibration procedure (see section 4.2), the main menu appears on the
screen.

From the main menu you can select various modes. To change from one mode to another, you

must first retum to the main menu by pressing the key

At the bottom of the screen you will see the following mode ieons. Select the desired mode using
function keys Fl - F10 directly below the screen.

PROs

EOIT

The following schematic illustrates the star-shaped arrangement of modes and its sublevels. The
main menu is the centre of this arrangement.
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Overview of the various modes

This level is for:

. entering complete bending programs (see 6. Program input).

. entering program information (see 6.4 Entering program information).

. running complete bending programs and individualprogram lines (see 8. Running

programs).

Technical specifications

This level holds all machine-specific data.

Program management

Here you can save, load and search for programs, and format diskettes (see 11

Program management).

Tool management

Galibration

Here you can store and manage

o 15 upper beam

r 10 bending beam and

. 5 lower beam tool sets (see 9. Tool management)'

ln this menu you can calibrate the axes of the machine (see 4.2 Calibration).

Note: After selecting the level, you must complete the calibration

procedure. You cannot abort calibration once started (see 4'2 Calibra-

tion).

PROE

EIIIT

s
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Safety rules

2, Safety rules

Do not connect the machine to its power source or switch it on until ybu have read
and understood the enclosed operating manual (mechanical) for RAS 74.204a.

2.1. Work safety symbol

This symbol accompanies all important safety notices in this opera-
ting manual which concern personal safety. Please follow these
notices and exercise particular care in such cases. All users must
be familiar with the work safety notices. Besides the information in
this operating manual, observe the general accident prevention
regulations applicable in your country.

2.2. Attention signs

I-
I

I

:

I
a
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Notes
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Overview of buttons and soft key functions

V
3. Overview of buttons and soft key functions

3.1. Power buttons and switches

Main switch

The main switch of the machine is on the back end of the switch cabinet,
which is mounted on the right-hand side stand. lt is used to connect the power
supply and switch on the electronics.

This key-operated switch activates the controller (power). The white lamp
to the left of the button lights up as confirmation.

Control off

This red pushbutton switches off the electricat controt system. lt also interrupts any
running program in the CNC controller. The controller automatically changes to

Gontrol on

STOP (also in input mode)

Emergency stop

After pressing this red mushroom switch, all motion is halted immediately, i.e.

power is disconnected. The controller automatically changes to

remains activated. lnput mode is activated

ln accordance with insurance regulations, the button has an interlock which is
activated when the button is pressed. The interlock is unlocked by turning the knob
anti-clockwise.
After unlocking the emergency switch, reconnect power by turning the key-
operated switch.
Pay attention to the messages on the screen.

and
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Notes:
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3.2. Buttons

Main menu

Selects the main menu, from which you can change to a different mode (see 1.3
Menu options). You must also use this button to exit typewriter mode (see 5.3
Typewriter).

Function keys (soft keys)

The function keys Fl - F10 are keys with variable assignments (soft keys). The current
assignpent is indicated by the icons at the bottom of the screen. lf there is no icon or
the icon is blank, the key has no function (see 3.3 Soft keys).

Next

This button switches over to a different soft key assignment. The soft keys in the
background level are shown in pink (see e.g. 5.2.2 lnsert line).

Calculator

This button pops up the calculator window, which is available from any control
menu. When the calculator is active, the button flashes (see also 5.b Calculator).

Decrement

This button lets you decrement the value underthe cursor by one unit. For example,
from 3.937 to 3.936 (100.0 to 99.9).

lncrement

This button lets you increment the value under the cursor by one unit. For example,
3.937 to 3.938 (100.0 to 100.1).

I

F5

NEXT

I

't

ffi

DEC

tNc
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Overview of buttons and soft key functions

This button restores deleted values as long as you have not moved the cursor

This function is used to go directly to a certain program line (see 5.2.1 Jump to

line).

Clear line

This button clears the entire program line and its text, depending on the cur-

rent cursor position (see 5.2.4 Clear line).

Undo

Jump

a

a

Clear

CL

lf you have eniered text with the typewriter, the key only deletes

the text line, not the Program line.

ln combination with the key you can

delete the entire program level (see 5.1.6 Deleting program contents).

delete the entire program management for upper, lower and bending

beam (see 9.1 Fundamentals).

delete the tool configuration for upper, lower and bending beam in the

program information (see 6.4 Entering program information)'

This button can be used to clear a value you have entered on the 1$-key pad' lt

clears the entire cursorfield, and also affects auxiliary functions. lf you have entered

text, you can clear individual characters.

UNDO

CL
LII{E

CL

ET{T
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1O-key pad

Minus

Point
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Overview of buttons and soft key functions

Use this button in the following situations:

. When copying values using the key (see 5.2.5 Copy value).

r As an "=" key when using the calculator (see 5.5 Calculator).

. To confirm inputs, if the button is lit.

ln all other cases, values are saved automatically.

These keys are where you enter numeric values. The decimal character must be
a dgt ("."). You can also use the 10-key pad in combination with the gpewriter.
The CNC controller continuously checks all entered decimal numbers for bounds.
lf you enter a value that is out of bounds, the controller tells you with this message:

This button is used to enter:

. negative values such as angle and backstop corrections.

. a minus sign on the calculator to negate a positive number.

. a hyphen in typewriter mode.

Note: Wth numericvalues, you generally always have to enterthe value first,
then the sign. However, for calculating with the calculator you should

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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I

j
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i
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use the soft key icon (see 5.5.1 Basic arithmetic)

Use this button for entering decimal numbers

+

A out of range !

l OS[l 155S.908

r

a
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Overview of buttons and son Key runcrlons

This button displays context-sensitive help for the mode you are in (in preparation)'

Service

This button displays the service level, providing information about:

. aXeS

r inputs and outPuts

(see 12. Service level).

Service next

Switches you to the next service level.

Break

This function keY is not assigned.

Step

IHASI
Y

Help

Start

Step mode forthe bending beam. The beam only moveswhilethe "Automatic start"

fooiswitch is depressed (see 8.10 Bending beam step mode)'

tn
PROB

EOIT
level, this button lets you run the program line containing the cursor

It does not matterwhere the cursor is in the line. While the program line is executing,

the

BREAK

STEP

STABT

Multibend 9000

button is lit.
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Auto start

Stop

Editor

Home

This button runs several contiguous program lines (-+ bending program).
The cursor must be in the first line of the bending program.

one program line afteranother until itencounters an empty line 1= sn6 of program).
It then jumps back to the starting line and runs the bending program again (sLe g.'6
Running a multiple-line program).

lf you start the program by pressing the key, the controller executes

, use the bufton to select the

individualletters and characters (see 5.3.1 Functions).

lf this button is lit, the controller is in input mode. you can now write and edit
programs, or change to a different mode.
lf you press one of these functions:

.o Controloff,

@ Emergency stop, .

a

e

a

the controller will automatically switch to

ately.

and processing halts immedi-

The keys shown on the left are required for controlling the cursor (see 5.1.2 Moving
the cursor).

within the input window, you can move the cursor to the top left corner by pressing
this button (see 5.1.2 Moving the cursor).

lf you are entering text using the typewriter
Irrrl

AUTO

STOP

STOP

\
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Overview of buttons and soft key functions

This button moves the cursor up one screen of text within the input window' Us it

to ,'browse" quickly through the text lines (see 5.1.2 Moving the cursor).

Page down

Page up

This button moves the cursor down one screen of text within the input window' Us

it to ',browse" quickly tnrougn the text lines (see 5.1.2 Moiing the cursor).

S
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This is used to enter alphanumeric text, e.g. program names or information text (see
5.3 Typewriter).

lnsert one or more empty lines into a program (see 5.2.2 lnsert line)

This soft key function deletes one or more program lines (see 5.2.3 Delete line).

To move or copy one or more program lines, you must first mark the lines as a block
(see 5.2.6 Mark block).

Use this soft key function to copy marked program lines to the current cursor position.
The line numbers are automatically updated (see 5.2.7 Copy block).

3.3. Soft keys

Soft keys are keys to which the controller assigns various functions (see 1.1 lntroduction to the
controller).

3.3.1. Generalsoft keys

Text (typewriter)

lrdl

lnsert line

Delete line

Mark block

Gopy block

I
2,/.-
{} h{sERTl

I
i

I

L
I

I
l

F

j

l

i

i
l

i
I

j
I

I

:

i

!

i

I

;

@

iEE:+3I
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Overview of buttons and soft key functions

Y

This function moves a previously marked block of lines to the current cursor position.

The line numbers are automatically updated (see 5.2.8 Move block)'

+
lncrements the value by a specified amount, e.g. when changing a tool length (see

6.g) or when moving the bending beam in the calibration menu (see 4.2).

Move block

Plus

Minus

Next screen

Previous page

Exit

Decrements the value by a specified amount.

Continue to the next inPut screen.

For example: ln the tool manager, move from upper beam tool set 1 to upper beam

tool set 2.

Go back to the previous input screen'

For example: ln the tool manager, move from upper beam tool set 4 to upper beam

tool set 3.

This soft key is used to exit the current level

HOUE

+I

I

tlt

..3...2...1

.Bfl
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L.rvervtew or fruEons anq son Key luncuons

This menu provides information about the technical specifications of your folding
machine (see also 4.3 Technical specifications).

Program management

ln this level you can

Look at the directory (contents) of a diskette (see 1 1.1.2 Reading the diskette
directory).

Save and load programs to and from diskefte (see 1 1.1.3 Saving and loading
programs)

Search for a program (see 1 1.1.5 How to find programs).

read program information (see 1 1.1.4 Reading program information).

Format diskettes (see 1 1.1.6 Formatting (deleting) a diskette).

Toolmanagement

3.3.2. Main menu soft keys

ln the main menu, the following icons appear at the bottom of the screen. You can choose them
by pressing the associated function key Fl - F10.

Program input and execution level

ln this level you can:

r enter and run complete bending programs (see 6.1.1 and 8.6 of the manual).

. enterand run individual program lines (see 6.1.1 and 8.S of the manual).

. create and run variable programs (see 10. Variable programs).

r Check and modify parameter data (see 6.9 Parameter data).

. create program information for the bending programs (see 6.4 Entering pro-
gram information).

Technical specifications

a

a

a

a

This level is used for defining and managing the upper, lower and bending beam tool
sets. You can save the data to diskette, or load it from diskette (see g. Tool
management).

PRUE

EIIIT

rml
IEJI

TOOL
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Overview of buttons and soft key functions

This procedure involves referencing the individual axes (see 4'2 Calibration)

Calibration

rfir

Multibend 9000 3-12 August 26th, '1994
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3.3.3. Program input soft keys

lnfo:Auxiliary function = HF

From the main menu, press the
PROG

EDIT

Prog lnfo

key to go to program input.

s lnput level for program information (see 6.4 Entering program information

For explanations of the soft keys, see level

This level is still in preparation so the soft keys has no function yet.

This soft key invokes the input level for parameter data (see 6.9 parameter data).

Para Data

FRRfi
IIftTR

o Program information level

TBOL

\
vn

TtltlL

\
VI

TOOL

N
7il

TOOL

CAD level

Parameter data
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Overview of buttons and soft key functions

Choosetheupperbeamtooltabletodefinethetoolconfigurationforthebending
program (see 6.8.2 Upper beam tool position)'

ToolPosition

UB Tool

BB Tool

LB Tool

Alight Right

Alight Left

Choose this level to define the tool configuration (see 6.8 Tool positions (tool setup))'

choose the bending beam tool table to define the tool configuration for the bending

program (see 6.8.3 Bending beam toolposition)'

choose the lower beam tool table to define the tool configuration for the bending

program (see 6.8.4 Lower beam tool position)'

Right reference point for configuring the bending tools (see 6.8'1 Fundamentals)'

Left reference point for configuring the bending tools (see 6.8'1 Fundamentals)'

TOOL

ffi Toolpositions

TOOLffi
l+-l-+l

TONL

L
VN

Tnnt

L
VI

TIIIIL

L
rr
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Level for calculating developed dimensions

This level is in preparation, so the soft key has no function yet.

Text Modules

This soft key invokes the text modules (see also 5.4 Text modules)

\,vervtew or ouf,tons anq son Key luncilons

Specify which of the 15 text lines to permanently store the copied text in (see 5.4.2
Entering and editing text modules).

Exit the levelwithout accepting the copied text (see 5.4.1 Fundamentals).

lnsert Text

Exit

Exit With Text

Exit the level, accepting the copied text (see 5.4.3 Copying text to program lines).q

I

i

:

I

I
I

l

I

Text modules

i

I

i

I
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Soft kevs with the cursor in this position:

Variable Assignment

This soft key chooses variable assignment (see 10.5 Variable assignment)

This soft keys exits Variable Program mode. Values entered in the variable assign-

ment table are not applied when you exit (see 10.1 Fundamentals).

Variable Prog.

Overview of buttons and soft key functions

H

Add the variable "W'to the backsiop position of the current program line (see 10.3

Base program input with variable declaration).

Exit

XY

v
H6EIFY

This soft key function automatically applies all entered backstop values to the base

program (see 10.7 Automatic program conversion).

Additional soft keys with the cursor in this position:

Add the variable "U" to the backstop position of the current program line (see 10.3

Base program input with variable declaration). The current program line is marked by

the input ield on a white background (= cursor position). This function is in preparationl

Add the variable "V" to the backstop position of the current program line (see 10.3

Base program inputwith variable declaration). This function is in preparation!

w

Variable assignment

{M
X

U

V
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Dim.lne.

Backstop Corr

Y
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Add the variable "X" to the backstop position of the current program line (see 10.3
Base program input with variable declaration). The current program line is marked by
the input field on a white background (= cursor position). This function is in preparation!

Add the variable "Y" to the backstop position of the current program line (see 10.3
Base program input with variable declaration).

Add the variable "Z" to the backstop position of the current program line (see 10.3
Base program input with variable declaration).

Activates the n"PCS" input field. Further details on entering the piece count are
provided in 6.7 Piece counter.

1

Further cursordependent program input soft keys:

Angle Corr.

This soft key function takes you to the input window for angle corrections (see 7.1
Angle corrections).

The dimension increment soft key converts the entered side lengths to the backstop
position (see 6.2.1 Converting side lengths to the backstop position).

This soft key function invokes the Backstop Correction level. The function makes it
easy to correct side length errors. Please read section 7.3 Program-related backstop
corrections.

Y

7

n
Piece counter
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Overview of buttons and soft key functions

With the cursor in Position

keys are available:

Delta

and the NEXT key, the following soft

Change to the Backstop Difference input field. ln this window you can correct

dimension errors caused by tool wear.

H nCursor position

Math

S x Factor

and

Calculate the lower or bending beam adjustment using an equation stored in the

controller (see 6.2.2 Calculating the bending and lower beam adjustment).

calculate the lower or bending beam adjustment using the material values:

. Plate thickness

o Strength

. lnside radius and

r Length of the Part being folded

(see 6.2.3 Radius-retated calculation of the bending and lower beam adjustment)'

IIELTH

N.?, ,rF

I

-tIs+
)t(

FfiKTOR
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Overview of buttons and soft key functions

Y
3.3.4. Auxiliary function soft keys

ln the level

following soft keys:

and with the cursor in position you will see the
PROG

EDIT

Reduced bending beam speed, indicated by the letter "A" in the cursor field (see 6.6.2
Reduced bending beam speed). For speed adjustment, see 6.9.2 Bending beam
parameters.

Reduced closing speed of the upper beam, indicated by the letter "B" in the cursor
field (see 6.6.3 Reduced upper beam speed).
For speed adjustment, see 6.9.1 Upper beam parameters.

lncreased pressure of the upper beam, indicated by the letter "c" in the cursor field
(see 6.6.4 lncreased upper beam pressure).

Lower the backstop flaps during position, indicated by the letter "D" in the cursor field
(see 6.6.5 Lower backstop flaps).

Backstop halt in a program line to prevent continuing with the next program line,
indicated by the letter "E" in the cursor field (see 6.6.6 Stop backstop).

Operator instruction to turn the plate, indicated by the letter "F" in the cursor fleld (see
6.6.7 Turn and reverse plate).

Operator instruction to reverse the plaie, indicated by the letter "G" in the cursor field
(see 6.6.7 Turn and reverse plate).

Produce hollow beads. The upper beam closes (guided parallel) to a predefined value.
This function is indicated by the letter"H" in the cursorfield (see 6.6.8 Produce hollow
beads).

-&! rt_Gtf9J

NrI
E reA.
H speed

g

+

jF;

L

sroe\

?rn

fll

f,r
#

s

J
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Overview of buttons and soft key functions

Mark bending with the upper beam while the bending beql !s- 
swung (max' 25

J"gi""q, indlcated by the tetter,,J" in the cursor fietd (see 6.6.9 Mark bending).

The following auxiliary functions are available from the background level (Next):

clamp the plate with the chuck (optional), indicated by the letter "K" in the cursor field

lsee O.O.t O Locking and releasing the clamps)'

Release the chuck (optional), indicated by the lefter"L" in the cursor field (see 6'6'10

Locking and releasing the clamps)'

N.-.
V\

I
-rrr t
K

t
-/+

____Jrir

+
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Searches for the program you need (see 1 1.1.5 How to find programs).

3.3.5. Program management soft keys

From the main menu, choose the
rm
l@i soft key function to enter the program manager

Directory

Reads the diskette directory $ee 11.1.2 Reading the diskette directory)
IIIE

Find

Ftl{[
HFI16
HR, :

o*T.:

'!?'t1
'!1',l?
1111

From diskette

To diskette

Prog.lnfo

This soft key loads a program into main memory with its parameters, program
information and toolconfiguration (see 11.1.3 Saving and loading programs).

Saves your program to the diskette, with its parameters, program information and tool
configuration (see 1 1.1.3 Saving and loading programs).

This function provides information about:

o the program number and name

. the date and status of the program

r plate dimensions, skength and material

o general information on the program marked by the cursor.

This function does not load the program into memory (see 11.1.4 Reading program
information).

s
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Delete Disk

Overview of buttons and soft key functions

This function deletes the contents of a diskette and at the same time formats it (see

11.1.6 Formatting (deleting) a disk).fr-
UrJ

r:CSlt
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Overview of buttons and soft key functions

Y
3.3.6. Tool management soft keys

From the main menu, choose the soft key function to enter the tool manager

select the tooltables to define the individual upper beam toolsets (max. 15 sets) (see
also 9.2 Definition of upper beam tool sets).

BB tools

select the tool tables to define the individual bending beam tool sets (max. 10 sets)
(see also 9.3 Definition of bending beam tool sets).

LB tools

select the tool tables to define the individual lower beam tool sets (max. 5 sets) (see
also 9.4 Definition of lower beam tool sets).

Note: Use the mand to move through the tool sets

UB Tools

T00t

ffiFt+

TIIIIL

L
VN

TOOL

L
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I
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\
7il
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Overview of buttons and soft key functions

3.3.7. Galibration soft keYs

From the main menu, choose the soft key function to enter the calibration menu

Once you have checked the actual values of the bending beam and lower beam (see

4.2), choose this icon again to start the calibration procedure'

This soft key function takes you to a special service level of the controller where you

can move axes that have not been caiibrated (see 4.1 Notes on commissioning and

service work).

Exit the level bY choosing the soft key

Bending Beam UP/Down

The bending beam up/down function is only available in combination with the Fl or

fi fey. Thiright fooi switch "bending beam start" must also be pressed.

Bending beam uP

Then use the foot switch

bending beam.

BB up

hold down

BB down

or

hold down

to start the

rfir,

SERVICE

f

.ilil

lr.a *

-rvr-
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b

Bending beam down

Press hold down

The bending beam swings down until it reaches its zero point.

..t
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Overview of buttons and soft key functions

Notes:
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Switching on
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4.

4.1. Notes on commissioning and service work

Follow the machine operating manualto conductthe incoming inspection and set up the machine.

First-time commission ing

After setting up and securing the machine, plug in the connecting cables from the operating panel
to the electronics.'
Before connecting the electrical feeders, make sure the operating voltage indicated on the
nameplate of the switch cabinet matches your local mains supply. After connecting to the power
outlet, first check the direction of rotation of the main motor (hydraulic drive).

Proceed as follows:

Switch on at the main switch on the back of the switch cabinet.

Check that the CNC controller is readya

I

I

t
I

L
{

tff tt is ready when:

The key on the operating panel is lit and all other lamps are out. At the same

ime the two soft keys
I

SERVOE

must appear on the monitor with instruction

text.

STOP

a Check the direction of rotation by turning the key-operated switch

mediately switching it off again with the O button.

@ and then im-
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Switching on

The direction of rotation must match the direction indicated by the arrow on the motor (clockwise

when looking at the ventilator cowl)-

lf the direction of rotation is wrong, swap two of the feeder leads, e.g' L1 and L3

the main switch is set to "O"). .i!

the direction of rotatioh, the phase

J
\.. \

.kfri
i

(first make sure, fi
t"l

sequence"in the
t

q lf-you have an instrument for measuring
feeder must be clockvrise. The motors are factory-fitted with the appropriate terminals

lf the direction of rotation is correct, those of all other installed motors will also be correct.

Commissioning

When the machine is connected, switch on as follows:

. Turn on at the main switch on the back of the switch cabinet'

. Check whether the CNC controller is ready.

It is ready when: The key on the operating panel is lit and all other lamps are out.

At the same time the two soft keYs must appear on the monitor with in-

struction text.

When switching the machine on after service work, please read the section entitled "Service

work,,. lf not, tlie machine must be calibrated as described in section 4.2. After calibration

you are automatically at the main menu from which you can choose the mode of operation'

STOP

SERVNE
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After the following work you must select the level before calibrating the machine:

li. . After service work on the bending beam.
-".\

' . .'l.: After working on the electrical system or electronics.
,),:..''.'

jr,. Aftd'r. service work on the measuring and counting system of the individual axes.

The displayed window shows the actual values of the individual axes. To check the counting

direciion of an axis, you must move it manually (e.g. by turning the spindle of the main backstop).

When you do this, the numeric values should increase in the following directions:

upper beam right 4 when oPening

upper beam left -; when oPening

bending beam when swinging uP

backstop back

Service work

I

SEnVEE

Change the service level of the controller using the

This levelshows the

. setpoint and actual positions of all axes, and

. the statuses of all outputs and inputs.

(See also 12. Service level.)

@ @and keys.

ldn,ni
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Switching on

\-

When doing service work on the bending beam (e.9. on the drive and measuring system of the

bending belm adjustment unit), you must swing the beam out into its 90" position. Please read

the following safety notes carefully:

ATTENTION - Safety instructions

Before doing any service or repairwork below the swung-out bending beam, place

supports under it, turn off at the main switch and lock the main switch in place with

a padlock. The person responsible for the work should keep the key with him.

ln order to insert and remove the supports, you must be able to move the bending beam in the

ffi level without it being calibrated.

I F;- soft key functions.To do this, use the

The bending beam is moved up by pressing the keys ?nd simultaneously

pressing the "bending beam" foot switch. hold depressed

The bending beam is moved down by pressing the keys.

hold depressed

Never, under any circumstances, calibrate a supported bending beam using the

R

I

+

I

Multibend 9000

key!
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When the bending beam has a support under it, such as after service work, do not
start the calibration program (the calibration program lowers the bending beam).

See section 4.2 Service work.

Every time you switch on at the main switch you must calibrate the displacement systems for

. upper beam

. bending beam and

r backstop.

This procedure references the axes.

The displacement measuring systems of the

. bending beam adjustment and

. lower beam adjustment

have no reference point; rather, they store their actual values to a battery backed RAM

Proceed as follows:

. After switching on at the main switch, the following window appears on the screen:

4.2. Calibration

lnput ualuc lroE tle strle !

tilil-"{il;il: -:frFl 
';ltia: -l

foldlr{, B EEg
Leer bed6 B .5{l
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Switching on

you will see the last actual values for the bending beam and lower beam. Make sure the

displayed actual values match the scale values of the two axes.

Correct the displayed values if necessary.

Switch machine power on with the key-operated switch'

Press the soft key

i

I

:

!

!

1

I

I

:

t-

t

t
L

,
I
l:ittl
1:
I

t,:
t
!
\
t:
I

\fi

:

t

t.

.

i
!
L

i
I

.t
:1

:

I

L

!

a

The following window appears, with the prompt:

Make sure there are no objects lying on the upper beam.
Close the upper beam with the foot switch.

Note: . As soon as an axis has been calibrated, the Status column shows the word
"calibrated".

. Once all 6 axes have been calibrated, the main menu appears on the screen.

R A S
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Switching on

Galibration procedure:

The upper beam closes until pressure switch (S4) responds.
The displacement measuring system of the upper beam is zeroed.
The upper beam remains closed.

The bending beam then swings down until the "bending beam down" limit switch (S1) is
reached.
The axis is calibrated using the zero pulse of the rotary transducer.

The upper beam opens to a predefined gap.

The backstop moves to its maximum dimension, switches the inductive switch (S10) and
picks up its reference dimension via the zero pulse of the rotary transducer.
The backstop then runs slowly towards the upper beam until the inductive switch is free
again.

a

a

a

l
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Notes

\f,
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4.3. Technical specifications

This level provides information on the technical specifications of your folding machine
The level is for information only; no inputs or changes are possible!
The displayed values are used by the Save parameters level.

Some important specifications:

Machine no. Quote this machine number in all enquiries and spare parts orders to us.

Built The year of construction, helps t0 identify your folding machine quickly.

Prog. rev. This line contains the revision date of the software installed in your machine.

Options The digits give us a summary of what options you have installed in your
machine.

Plate thickn. lmportant information for all operators.

.The value indicates the maximum plate thickness for your tool system.

The other details indicate the maximum travel distances and the maximum speed of your
machine.

t,s
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Switching on

Exptanation of soft keys:

This soft keys switches between various language versions. Existing language options
are:

Germanya

. Great Britain

. America

This function lets you toggle between millimetres and inches as the units of measure

This function displays the Parameter data window.
Explanations of the individual windows are.provided in section 6.9 Parameter data.

Exit the level by pressing the soft key

R A S

tl

MM

FRRR

IIfiTfi
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5. lnput

5.1. Hel with in uts

5.1.1. lnput sequence

. A complete bending program consists of:

the program (see 6. Program input)

program information (see 6.4)

parameter data (see 6.9)

When you enter the individual program lines you do not need to stick to a certain input or-

der. You can start by entering all of the bending angles, then the backstop dimensions
etc., or you can enter the program one line at a time.

You only need to enter program information if you intend to save the program to diskette
(see 11.1.3).

Use the auxiliary editor functions when entering the program (see 5.2). This will help you

work quickly and effectively.

Arithmetic functions are also available and will help you reduce input errors (see 6.2).

a

a
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lnput

5.1.2. Moving the cursor

You can only enter data on the screen at the insertion point marked by the cursor.

(The cursor is the reverse-video block which automatically changes size')

So that you can enter and edit text in any order, the electronic system has built-in cursor control

using arrow keys with which you can move the cursor left, right, up or down.

ln the middle of the cursor keys is a Home key with which you can jump straight to the first
character of the first program line. In the Typewriter function, use the Home key to shift chaacters
(see 5.3 Typewriter).

The screen can only display a limited number of lines at a time. The cursor control lets you scroll

to lines that are not currently visible, which happens automatically as soon as the cursor hits the

top or bottom edge.

cursor li

nI

l{
l5
il
t,
!0
t9

t0
ll
It
l5

9l

ln typewriter mode you can move the cursor anywhere in the displayed text using the

-> keys (see 5.3.1 Functions)

R

+
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5.1.3. Checking inputs

The controller will display messages to tell you about inputs that are out of bounds

as soon as you press a cursor key or try to run the program with the

key.

The cursor can o.nly be moved if you have entered a legal value.

or

You can either ovenrvrite the illegal value, or delete it with the key

lnput

The message displayed by the controller indicates the maximum and minimum

values for that input fleld.
Note:

& out of range !

t .EB6 1556. gBB

AUTO

CL
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5.1.4. Auto Clear

An entered value is automatically stored without having to be confirmed with the key

lf you move the cursor onto a field containing a value, you can enter the new value immediately

without having to first delete the existing value.

Pressing a key on the 10-key pad automatically clears the old value.

This function is only active if preceded by a cursor movement.

E}IT
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5.1.5. Restoring deleted values

lf you accidentally overwrite a value, you can restore the old value (which is kept in the Undo

memory) by pressing the keyUNDO

Note: This is only possible if you have not moved the cursor since you entered the new
value.

The Undo memory is cleared by pressing the CL and keysCL
W
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5.1.6. Deleting Program contents

The CNC controller has a battery backed RAM memory containing the data from

r prograril input (see 6. Program input)

. tool positions (see 6.8)

. tool management (see 9. Tool management).

You can delete the individual levels as follows:

Pressing the and keys simultaneously deletes the entire pro-

gram. The parameter data and program information is retained

ln the Tool positions level of program input, press the and keys

to delete the entire contents of the upper, bending and lower beam tools. This also

deletes the tool positions in the program information (see 6'4)'

The tool management data (soft key in the main menu) can be deleted by pressing

the and keys simultaneouslY

FRIIE

EIIIT

CL CL
ff

CL CL
E

TOOLffil+-i+t

TUOLffiH-t-+r

CL CL
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5.2. Auxiliary editor functions

PRtl6

EIIIT
The following auxiliary editor functions can be used in level

5.2.1. Jump to line

Example:

You want to move the cursor to program line 35 from its current location in line 3

Proceed as follows:

lf you were to move to line 35 by pressing the Down arrow key

long time.

, it would take you a

The function will get you to the new program line much faster

'Press.the JP key function.

Next to the lnfo window you will see a smallyellow window

On the 10-key pad , enter the line number to jump to, in this case 35.

The entered line number appears in the window

key again and you will find yourself at line number 35.

lf you enter a line number that is too high (e.g. 60), the cursor will stop at the last
available line.

Press the

Note:

JP

+

JP

JP
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5.2.2. lnsert line

Example:

You want to insert one or more empty lines between lines 5 and 6.

Proceed as follows:

Use the cursor keYs or the JP function to go to line number 6

You can also get there by scrolling with the and keys.

Added lines are always inserted before the current cursor position

Choose the key to display the background function keys.

<t tilstRTlPress the function key to insert an empty line between lines 5 and 6.

You can repeat this procedure as often as you want to insert empty lines.

The procedure is visually verified by gaps appearing between the lines on the screen; the gaps

only appear below the cursor.

Note: lf the last program lines already have values entered in them, you cannot insert

lines with the lnsert function.

tr :
LEI

'(*

t +

NEXT
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5.2.3. Delete line

Example:

You want to delete line number 3.

Proceed as follows

Use the

Press the

Press the

cursor keys or the function to move to line number 3.

key to display the background function keys.

soft key to remove the line. Each further keypress removes a further line.

t + JP

NEXT

'@>
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5.2.4. Clear line

Example:

You want to delete the contents of a line but leave the line itself intact.

Proceed as follows:

Use the cursor keys or the JP function to move to the line you want

to clear. lt does not matter where the cursor is on the line.

Press the key and the contents of the line are removed, leaving the line empty

CL
LINE

t

CL
IE
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5.2.5. Copy value

Example:

Values often repeat themselves when you are entering a program. Bending angles of 90o, for
example.

Wth the least possible effort, you want to copy an entered value to subsequent lines.

Proceed as follows:

Use the cursor keys to move the cursor to the input you want to copy

Press the key and hold it down. Now press the or key to copy

the marked value.

Note: The copy function only works within the column containing the cursor. You can
copy values either upwards or downwards.

t
ENT t +
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5.2.6. Mark block

Example:

To move or copy program lines you must first mark (select) a block of lines.

You want to mark a block consisting of lines 2 to 8'

Proceed as follows:

Use the cursor keys to move to the beginning of the block, in our example to

line number 2. lt does not matter which column the cursor is in

Press the key to take you to the next soft key level

This is indicated by the pink colour of the soft keys

Press the soft key to activate the Mark block function. You will now see the following

window:

Beginning of block

End of block

The block contains only line 2. As you want to include more lines in the block (in this case up to

line 8), move the cursor down with the cursor key. Each keypress increases the size

of the block by one line until line number 8 appears in the window

Once you have defined your block, choose the soft key function again to save the

block. All input levels have their own buffer memory

t(

t +

NEXT

+
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Change to the next soft key level by pressing the key

5.2.7. Copy block

Example:

You should not have to repeat lines you have already entered once. Copying them saves a lot
of time.

Proceed as follows:

The block to be copied must be in the buffer memory as described in 5.2.6 Copy block.

rnpuI

NEXT

Move the cursor to the line before which you want to copy the marked block.

Choose the soft key function to copy the block. All subsequent lines are shifted down

and automatically renumbered. You can repeat the copy procedure anywhere in the program; it
always uses the marked block that is in memory. This block remains in memory until replaced by
a new one.
lf you do not have enough memory, the copy procedure will do nothing.

You can delete lines you don't need with the soft key function, see 5.2.3.'@>

EE
+I
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5.2.8. Move block

Example:

You want to move (relocate) a program block or an individual program line.

Proceed as follows:

The block you want to move must first be marked (see 5.2.6 Mark block)

Press the

Use the

marked block.

key, unless you are already in the next soft key level (pink soft keys)'

cursor keys to move to the line before which you want to move the

Choose the soft key function to move the block.

NEXT

rGl
liit'l

:+3I
ili,t-EEFI

t +
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5.2.9. Delete individualvalue

CL

Example:

You made a mistake when entering a value, and you want to corect it.

Proceed as follows:

lf you are still in the field containing the wrong input, simply clear it by pressing the

key.

lf you have already moved the cursor, you do not have to press the

the incorrect value.
The Multibend controller has an auto clear function (see 5.1.4 Auto clear).

lnput

key to overwrite

is only possible in combination withNote Restoring deleted values with the

auto clear.

CL

CL

UNDO
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Notes

R
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5.3. Typewriter

The typewriter of the Multibend controller can be invoked from three levels:

. Program input (text modules see 5.4)

. Program information (see 6.4)

. Variable assignment (see 10.5)

. Tool management (see 9. Tool management)

. Diskette management (see 1 1.1.5 How to find programs)

The typewriter has the following character set:

. upper case letter from A to Z

. extendedcharacters. -O ! ?* +, I =o/o

. digits from 1 to 9

You can only invoke the typewrite when the cursor is in a position that required alphanumeric
input.

TXT
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5.3.1. Functions

Choose the lrxrl function. The following soft keys will appear at the bottom of the screen

press a function key F1 - F10 to copy the reverse-video letier from the corresponding soft key to

the input field.

Select the letter with the key

AE
CD

lJ
KL

Mnt
OP

Eln
ST

uv
WX

key

UV
Elx

llz
l?

It
**

E'r'
t,

light

Exit typewriter mode by pressing the

Example:

You want to type the letter "S". Select the letter with the key

All letters in the boitom left corner of the soft keys are now highlighted

AB
ENO

F1

t-l

IJ
El l-

F3

MN
trP

QR
EIr

YZ
B?

=ls
[,

F8

n
F2

il
Press key F5 to copy the letter "S" to the input field

Each time you Press the key, the reverse-video mark progresses through the alpha-

bet. When you type, concentrate only on the soft keys. Change the highlighted lefters with your

left hand, anO setect tne letters with your right hand. With a bit of practice, you will soon getquick

at this! .

Use the key to delete individual characters, and the key to delete an entire

cursor block.

lfyou need a hyphen, use the key; for numbers from 0 to 9, use the 10-key pad

EEE
8trtr
NEB

E

R A S

El r
GH

\

B

\

EF
trH

()
E+

F2--l
F4

t-l
F6

t-l
F7

t-t
F2

t-l

\

CL
CLs
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You can make corrections by simply overwriting existing letters.

Exit typewriter mode with the or key

rrrPsr

^\
i

-l.)

.tr
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Notes:

R A s
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5.4. Text modules

5.4.1- Fundamentals

Text modules are predefined pieces of information text.
When you write a bending program, you can enter these text modules in the program line as
information. They will provide you with important information about handling the plate while the
program is running (a bit like a work plan).
You can define 15 different permanent text modules to add to program lines.
You can replace individual text modules at any time.

ffiln Program input level, invoke Text modules with the soft key function

Text line with text module
Cursor position

The info text of the cursor position and copy text are identical when the level is entered

Use the cursor keys to select one of the text lines in the window. The text

module is automatically displayed in the'Copy text" line.

Explanation of soft keys:

This soft key function inserts an info text from the Copy text line to the list of text
modules (see 5.4.2 Entering and editing text modules).

3 HoTCflf,D ltltcllt !
4 flOICltm llDnl t
5 mnr rnoilt UALL !
6 DIIII SIDE IhLL !
? IdSDB' NTCHT ?

3 Ii{SXBI r,nft r
9 IdSERI llt 1fl8 nllDln t

19 BotBtE D[6ntES a TUR(i

14 rHSEnt Pnn? n1f*0Hnl r
15,IJG SIDf,

2

$0LD.Pnit !
nERn smt t
fxrHl smr t

11 AEAI}lsl
t2 A6Arnst

t +

I
2A-
<3 IHSERTI
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lrxrl

lb key (see 5.3.1 Functions)

Choose the typewriter to create or edit the text. Then exit typewrite mode with the

Exit the level without copying the text module

Exit the level after copying the text module to the current program line (see 5.4.3
Copying text to program lines.

R s

.$f,
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5.4,2. Entering and editing text modules

You can enter or modify text modules to suit your own needs at any time

Proceed as follows

To edit a text module, use the cursor keys to move the cursor to the text line. The info text
automatically appears in the Copy text line.
lf you are creating a new text module, the position of the cursor field does not matter.

IHAJt
V

trrrl

a

rrrFvL

Go into $pewriter mode. You can now either edit the text, or create a completely newa

a

a

one (see 5.3.1).

Use the

entire info text.

key to delete an individual character, or the key to delete the

Exit typewriter mode by pressing the fr key

CL

'@ This soft key function copes the new info text to the list of permanently stored text

modules. The following small yellow window will appear:

Enter the line number in which you want to store the info text.

Note: lf you speciflt a number that is already in use, the text module will be overwritten!

@Confirm the input by pressing the soft key once more.

CL
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5.4.3. Copying text to program lines

You want to copy a text module into the current program line of your bending program.

There are two different kinds of text module:

1) permanently stored text modules 1 to 15

2) specially created info texts.

Proceed as follows:

Use the cursor keys to move the cursor to the text line (1 - 15) containing the desired text

module.

Choose the
FXTIu soft key to entertypewriter mode (see 5.3'1) and enter the special info

text.
The info text is displayed in the "Copy text" line.

Note: The controller only copies the text that is in the copy text linel

Use this soft key function to copy the info text to the current program line.

a

or

a

!
l

I

l

i

i
I

i
l

I

l
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5.5. Calculator

J*tL
rlR A Sl-tE;l-E- oHoFFre I

MTEEaggrgETI
ffBgg
tt@aB

-LfiBOD-

lnput

The calculator provides a wide range of functions with which you
can do calculations easily and very accurately (15 decimal
digits).

The followinq functions are available:
+, -, -, :,{, xl
sin, cos, tan, arcsin, arccos, arctan.

lnvoke the calculator by pressing the key. The key

then flashes.
You can use the calculator anywhere in the program

The calculator is then displayed on the screen

Cursor
lnput field

Equivalent to right-hand
CNC key pad.

The input field automatically contains the value of the current cursorfield so thatyou can calculate
with it.
The number of decimal digits is limited externally to 3, but the calculator uses 15 decimaldigits
internally.

Use the key to enter a decimal point.

I

J

I

),

ffi

90,000

rEr
OH OFF

STEEETTIg&EI
r@EE
[]g

98.BBB

7 I 9 JP

4 5 o
1 2 3

o I t

a
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The basic arithmetic functions are available from the soft key bar

+ It ar
a

The key on the CNC keyboard does not have an arithmetic function, but changes

To save a value to memory, use

positpe numbers to negative and vice versa. lf you want to enter"-3", fittst press the 3 and then
the "-" sign.

nElt

To retrieve the value from memory, press
REE (see 5.5.4).

You can also use these keys to copy values to the current cursor field (see 5.5.5).

key produces a further set of functions (see 5.5.2 and 5.5.3)The

EII{ c05 TfiI{ z:

The JP key provides inverse functions. For example, you can determine an angle from

a tan value (arcus) or calculate a power instead of a root (see 5.5.2 and 5.5.3).

The key lets you delete the most recent input.

The key deletes allvalues and the memory

Exit the calculator by pressing the flashing function key

NEXT

{x

CL

CL
w

ffi
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5.5.1. Basic arithmetic 1+ - x :)

After invoking the calculator , the value from the last cursor position automatically

appears in the input field.

ln our example, we do not want to use this value in our calculation. Press the key to

clear the value from the calculator display. This will also clear anything that is in the calculator
memory.

Addition (+)

Example:

To add two positive numbers:

48.5+345.5=394.0

Proceed as follows:

+

Example:

To add two negative numbers

(-22.6)+(-12.0)=ff.

Proceed as follows:

a I

HI
Ei!f,

CL*

+

4 I O 5 3 4 5 a 5
I

ENT

F2

t-t

2 2 6 + 1 2 +
ENT

F2

n
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Example:

To add a positive and a negative number:

345.6 + (-15.9) =32-f

Proceed as follows:

+

V

Subtraction (-)

Example:

To subtract two positive numbers

567.8-12.1=555.7

Proceed as follows

Example:

To subtract two negative numbers

(48.8) -(-12.4) =36rt.

Proceed as follows:

I

F3

[l

I

3 4 5 a 6 1 5 a 9 ENT

F2

t-l

5 6 7 O I 1 2 a 1
t

EI{T

4 I o I 1 2 a 4 t
ENT

F3
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Multiplication (x)

Example:

To multiply two positive numbers:

248.5 x2.5 = 621.25

Proceed as follows:

,t

Example:

To multiply a negative and a positive number:

(-45.5)x3.0=-136.5

Proceed as follows:

lnput

,(

) F4

2 4 I a 5 2 a 5 t
EI{T

F4

n

4 5 a 5 r 3
t

ENT
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Division (:)

Example:

To divide with two positive numbers:

678.8:15.5=43.794

Proceed as follows:

Example:

To divide with negative numbers

(-580.2):5.0=-116.04

Proceed as follows:

I

F5

t

t

6 7 I O I a

a 1 5 a 5 EI{T

F5

[l

5 8 o a 2 a

a 5 EI{T
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5.5.2. Trig functions (sin, cos, tan, arcsin, arccos, arctan)

TRH

lf you are not familiar with trigonometry, you can brush up your knowledge with
section 5.5.6 Basic geometry.

The trig functions are provided in the level of the calculator

Note:

The stH c05 TRII soft keys produce the sine, cosine or tangent of an angle.

- \ lf you press and hold the key, you can apply the arg function to determine an angle

from the sine, cosine or tangent.

Hold depressed

5til c0s

F3

l-l

TR]I

F2-l

d

NEXT

JP

F4

n
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All trigonometrical calculations refer to a right-angled triangle.

A

The sine, cosine or tangent value is a ratio of 2 side lengths, where

H

H = hypotenuse

A = adjacent side

O = opposite side

o

a slflc[ =
o
H

a Slflcx, =
A
H

To determine the sine value of an angle, first enter the angle in the calculator,

Switch to the trig function levelwith the key and then choose the

function key

Exercise: What is the sine of 30?

Proceed as follows

sinc =
o
T

Sine (sin)

5lH

NEXT 5lH

F5

= 0.5

s

EIH NEXT

3 o
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Arc sine (arcsin)

lnput

To determine the angle in a triangle, first determine the sine from the hypotenuse and
opposite side.

This value is converted to the angle using the key combination and

5til hold depressed!

Exercise: What is the angle in the following triangle?

H=230

oo a=?
lt

o

Proceed as follows

= (0.434....)

NEXT -+ 5til = &Jf:

1 o o a

a
2 3 o EI{T

F5

=.1

JP

F2

t-l
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Cosine (cos)

Exercise: What is the cosine of 15?

Proceed as follows

V

Arc cosine (arccos)

arc
Exercise: \Mat is the angle in the following triangle?

H=100

NEXT

Proceed as follows:

a
I

a

c05 = 0.956....

A=80

q=?

= 0.8

NEXT c0s

F3

t-l

c[5

1 5

F3

t-l

E[5

I o 1 o o ENT

F5

t-t

JP

Multibend 9000
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TfiII

ilrPuL

Exercise: What is the tangent of 30?

Proceed as follows:

TRII = 0.577

F4

Arc tangent (arctan)

TRH

arG

Exercise:

Proceed as follows

\tVhat is the angle in the following triangle?

(f,
(o
il
o

g,= ?

TRII

= 0.768....

o NEXT3

6 3 a

a I 2 t
ENT

F5

t-t

NEXT JP

F4:l
July 7th, 1994
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5.5.3. Square root ({) and powers (x)

V

-# I
I
I
I
I
f
l

llfA
rrrrrlill

2
Note: Seciion 5.5.6 (Basic geometry) explains the

functions using the theorem of Pythagoras.

2x
ttooooooo+o

The function keys for

Square root (./)

are included in the

Ei;1 
rever orthe carcurator

calculates the square root of a given number,

Exercise: What is the square root of 64?

Proceed as follows:

NEXT =$

{x

NEXT

ffi

6 4 {x
F5

n
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Power (x3)

r'r'rIiIIr. Afterentering the root number, itcan be multiplied by itself in the calculator

j Xt j The calculator does not have a separate function for raising to a power.

lr.oooooooo

The key has an inverting function here too, as with the trig functions. For example, theJP

InAUl
Y

& becomesthe 

i;1

rrrlssE

funciionfunction in combination with

Exercise: What is 25?

Proceed as follows:

and

Hold depressed!

+

Hold depressedl

= 625

{x
F5

n

NEXT 2 5 fx
F5

t-l
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Example:

We want to use the theorem of Pythagoras to calculate the side length of a triangle

Exercise:

a=50

b=70

^-au- I

c="Jcz + bz =..l50t +70'

Proceed as follows

,fr (502 = 2500)

\f

= 86.02

2
X

1)

2.) Foreground

Hold depressed!

2
x

NEXT +
Background

NEXT -- 7400 ,fr
Hold

depressed!

5 o NEXT

F5

t-l

7 o {x EIIT

F2

n
F5
r--ltt

F5

TI
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5.5.4. Memory functions

lf you want to store an intermediate result for further use, you can save
it to memory.

REE

The function key saves the result to memoryllEl'l

The key retrieves the value from memory
REC

Exercise:

(1) (') _
(2ss xZd *' (oo.zo / s.o) = uz.s+

We want to save the result of the multiplication (1) so that we can add it to the sum of the division
(2)

Proeeed as follows
Save

Clear input window

1.) A

l

l
j

I

I

I

I
I
I

I

I

i

l
I

I

I

I

I

l

x
F4

HEll
CL

F6

Retrieve

REC

2.) V

+
F2

=7.W.

I'lE1'l

2 5 a 5 2 a 5 ENT

4 o o o 2 a

a
5

t
ENT

t
EHT

F5 F6

t-l
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5.5.5. GopYing values

you can copy the results of calculations directly from the calculator into the program

line containing the cursor.1'lEl'l

There are two ways of doing this:

1.) Copy calculation results into the program.

2.) Copy values from the program into the calculator and then copy the result of the calculation

back into the Program.

As soon as you invoke the calculator, the value of the cursor field appears in the input.

You can clear this value with the key, or use it in your calculations

To copy the result back to the cursor position, press the function key before you exitI'rEil

the calculator.

For safety reasons, the Multibend controller will only accept viable results. This means that if a

viable vaiue is exceeded, you can see the result of your calculation in the program line butyou

will not be able to move the cursor out of the field. lf you try to do so, the message

Value too large

will appear. The value will not be enabled until you change or delete the value.

CL
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5.5.6. Basic geometry

srN
cos
TAN

*

ct'

ln a right-angled triangle, the sides and angles have fixed relationships!

Angle cr:

?

rnpur

Angle is either the angle that is to be calculated, or it is
used in the calculation. lt is always one of the two angles
that is not 90". Angle can be greater than or less than
90".

side opposite the 90" angle is called the hypotenuse,
is always the longest side. lt is denoted by "H".

I
?

2

?

H
o

Hypotenuse:

o

o

H = hypotenuse il;
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V
Adiacent side:

H The adjacent side is the side that together with the
hypotenuse forms the angle . lt is the side that isadjacent
to the angle, and is denoted by '4".

o

A = Adjacent side

Oooosite side:

O = Opposite side

H

As its name suggests, this side is the side opposife the
angle, and is denoted by "O".

A

Which variables must be known?

Knowing the ratio between two sides, you can use the trig functions to determine the angle.

Knowing one angle and one side length, you can calculate the second side length or the
hypotenuse.

This means

. Side length calculations -+ require one side and one angle.

. Angle calculations -+ require two sides.

You can also calculate side lengths without knowing any angles, but this requires that you apply
the theorem of Pythagoras rather than the trig functions (see Using the theorem of Pythagoras).
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What are the sine, cosine and tangent?

The sine, cosine and tangent (or sin, cos and tan) are numbers which represent ratios formed by
dividing one side length by another, where

stn
o

=H

o

a

H

A. cos _H

.oo [?fl =-rt1 A

So ihis division pr.oduces a dimensionless number rather than an angle.

The sine and cosine are always less than 1 (e.g. 0.028).

The tangent can be greater than 1, in which case the angle is greater than 90"

How do we get an angle from the sine, cosine and tangent?

The inversion of a sine, cosine or tangent to form an angle is called the "argument" or arg function.
The angles are available in tables in various handbooks on the subject.
But your calculator can calculate the value faster and more accurately.
The arg function is performed using the'JP" key.

I

ARci n
I

:.

For example, if a sine value has been produced by dividing G by H, the angle is produced by:

Hold depressed

key

Do not press the function key until you have pressed and are holding theslil JP

JP
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Exercise with sine

5tH

-FA-

V

Known: hypotenuse (H) = 178.tS
opposite side (O) = 85.0

H

1.Form the sine value:

SII'I =
o
H

sin = = 0.477TT815

2. Determine the angle

wanted: angle (a) = 2

SIN ir the ratio be-
tween the opposite side
and the hypotenuse.

o
g,= ?

85

Hold

To convert the sine to the angle (cr), use the arg function
The result is an angle of 28.498'.
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Exercise with cosine

EE5

1. Form the cosine

Known: H = 385.0
A = 135.5

Wanted: a -- ?

COS is tne ratio be-
tween adjacent side and
hypotenuse.

H

a=?

135.5
TE''s-COS = = 0.352..

2. Determine the angle

Hold depressed

When we convert with the arg function, the result is 69.393"

A
HOSc
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Exercise with tangent:

o

1. Formthetangent

Known O = 423.5
A = 244.5

Wanted: a = ?

TAN is the ratio be-
tween opposite side and
adjacent side.

u=?

423.5
7:45tan = = 1.732

2. Determine the angle

Hold depressed

When we convert with the arg function, the result is 60.001'

Tfiltl

o
Atan
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\f,
How do we get the Iength of a side from an angle and a side?

As we know, the sine, cosine and tangent are ratios between two sides. Each angle has its own
ratio, and these are very easy to find with the calculator

All you have to do is enter the angle in the computer and press stI E0s TRI{ to

'1

produce the sine, cosine or tangent.
You can find the length of the second side by multiplying the calculated ratio by the length of the
known side.

Exercise with sine:

Known H=135
s=15o

O=? Wanted: O = ?

1. Form the sine from the angle

r Enter the angle 15'.

Use the stil function key to find the sine.

a The result is 0.258.

2. Calculate the length

The ratio calculated above is less than 1. As we know, the legs are always shorter than the
hypotenuse.

O=singxH

By multiplying sin x H = 0.258 x 135 = 34.941 , we have the opposite side, which is shorter than
the hypotenuse.

H

c[

5tH
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Exercise with cosine:

g

1. Form the cosine from the angle

. Enter the angle 22'

a Convert with c0s

a The result is 0.927..

2. Calculate the length

A=cosgxH
A= 0.927 x 85 = 78.811

Known:

Wanted: A = ?

H=85
s,= 22"

H

Eg5
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Known

Wanted: O = ?

rnpur

Exercise with tangent:

245.5
30"

A--
Cf,=

Q=
ct,

A

1. Form the tangent from the angle

. Enter the angle 30"

a Convert with TfiI{

The result is 0.577

2. Calculate the length

nct,x

O = A.577 x245.5 = 141.739
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Galcul side le ustn the theorem of

frrlrltrrl+i rrl

iH'l
l** o o o o o o oo

you will often know the lengths of two sides and need the length of the

third side.
ln this case you could use the two known sides to determine the angle,

and then continue by using the angle and one of the two known sides

to determine the length of the third side.

However, this calculation is much more quickly done using the theorem of Pythagoras (a Greek

philosopher)

The theorem of PYthagoras says:

The square on the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle

is equal to the sum of the squares on the other two si-

des.

This means

we can rearrange the equation to calculate any of the sides of the triangle.

c=',[F +F
a -GT6Z
b - GT:;Z

a

o

a

C2=a2+b2

d
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GalculatinE c (the hypotenuse)

c=?

s = {Flf = \nodz + zofiz = 223.60

1. Find the squares of the sides

a2 =1002 = 10000

b2 =2002 = 40000

2. Add the two squares together

a2 + b2 = 10000 + 40000 = 50000

3. Find the square root of the sum

^tf;f = {56600 =223.60

Known a=100
b=200

Wanted: c= ?

rnpur

a

I

i

i

I
Itl
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Example (summary):

We want to calculate the missing values in a cover which has the following shape

50

?

We know 3 dimensions and 1 angle
We want to find 3 further dimensions.

30

800

?

1. Find a triangle and define the sides

A
A=200-50 cr = 30o

o

50

204

2,Calculate the hypotenuse

H

A
H = coscr +converted to H=*

H= 150 150
Eos3O'= 0-.968'

Multibend 9000

= 173.2
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3. Calculate the opposite side using the theorem of pythagoras

a=-lc'- bz a= O (opposite side)
b=A(adjacentside)

O=IH'-A' c = H (hypotenuse

o:^mT.t -T|f?'= 86.59

4. Combine the results with the known dimensions

o 50

@

@ 800

200

lnput

i

F
I
I

t'
t
I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

i

I

I

;
5
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Notes:

IRASI
V

l

it
1

!

l

i

I
I
l

i

I
I

I
I

i

I

i

i

I
!

1
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6. Program input

FEIIE

EIIIT

6.1. Fundamentals

The program input and execution level consists of 7 columns and 40 lines. All functions required
for entering and running programs are provided in this level.

PRt!G

EDIT
The soft key takes you from the main menu to the program input and execution level.

see 10 6.3 see 6.2.2
and 6.2.3

see 6.4

see 6.6

see 5.4 7.1

6.see
and

1

1

1

Cursor field

Program line

see 6.4 see 6.9 see

program line ( ). You can use the cursor keys

see 6.6 see 7.1

to move the cursor

.4

6,8 see 10

PROO

EOIT
When you enter the level, the cursor field is always in the first column of the first

K

u,l'd9 1.9b9 A.I-JB b.WtJ LXFHJL

8,039 1.959 S.130 8.S?9 6 C EF H J I

.t
5
6
1

9
1A

(. a)t')il
a -422

Pf,RR

!fiTR

g.V? zx
44 .213 gxu

49.2!3 zx
5A -336 gzu

90-o
9HA

9D.A
93.A
38.A
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Program input

Values can only be entered in the columns containing the cursor.

At the top of the screen is a bar on a green background, containing:

r the current program mode of the controller

r the name and number of the loaded bending program.

There are three distinct program modes:

1) program input (see 6. Program input)

2) variable program (see 10. Variable programs)

3) program execution (see 8. Running programs)

You can only enter bending programs or individual program lines if the

(program input).

Above the soft keys is the following line:

Current program line Entered bending angle +
angle correction Backstop position +

backstop conection

key is lit

(see 6.7)
piece count

Depending on your inputs, the controller will display further information on this line (see 6.5.1

Line-related information),

Examples

FHTIfrRffI'I ENI

INRTT IU

INFt] tINE

A bending program consists of at least 1 program line.

Multipleline piograms must not contain empty lines, as these are interpreted as the end of the

program.
you can also include several subroutines in a bending program (max. 40 lines) (see 6.1 .1 Program

sections (subroutines).

+

STOP
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a

Frogram lnput

For parts with the same bending sequence but different dimensions, such as

doors

case-bays

shelves

window cornices etc.,

itisagoodideatoprogramthepartsassubroutines(seel0.Variableprograms)

Explanation of the inPut columns:

re
Bending angle

Enter the bending angle (e.g. 90"). Enter angle corrections separately' see 6'9'2 Bending beam

parameters and 7 -1 Angle corrections

60

a

t
L

BackstoP Position

Enter the backstop position. You need not take the block dimensions of the backstop rows into

account; the controllet 
"riot"ti."lly 

selects the backstop row that is nearest the backstop'

Minimum backstop position: depends on the lower beam tool (about 0'394 inch (10 mm)!,

Maximum backstop poriilon, sg.oss inch (1500 mm) (optional 80'709, 100'394' 120'079' 159'449

inch (2050; 2550; 3050;4050 mm))'

lf you do nqt enter a backstop position, the backstop will run with..lowered backstop flaps to its

maximum position 
"nJvoi-r,iirr'nive 

a'tree work surface. This will make it easier to turn large

plates and work from markings.

Variableassignment(w,x,y,z)tothebackstoppositionisinvokedwiththe

function. The assignment only takes effect in combination with variable programs (see 10'

Variable programs).

soft key
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\f,
Variable programs are used to bend parts with the same bending sequence but different

dimensions.

Glose upper beamtr
Enter the closing height of the upper beam. only enter this value if you

. are not clamping a plate in the centre.

. have to press hollow beads to a certain dimension.

. are clamping materials with a sensitive surface (tool impressions).

(Read section 6.3 Notes on upper beam input.)

Open upper beam

TE
Enier the opening height of the upper beam after bending

PRRR

IRTRlf you do not enter a value, the controller uses the value specified in as the open-
a

ing dimension (see 6.9.1 Upper beam parameters).

. Opening heights less than the parameter value are not set. ln this case the upper beam

parameter value is used automatically.

Maximum opening height of the upper beam" 15.748 inch (400 mm)'

H
Bending beam stroke

Enter the bending beam stroke adjustment referred to the bending beam pivot point'

. lf no value is entered, the most recently set value is used.

Always enter a value if you are creating individual program lines. For complete programs'

the value need only be entered once, in the first line'

. The inputs depend on the plate thickness and inside radius'

Find the right values using the mathematic calculation aids'
\rJe l+A'.{t- IALI.6-Q- TttA/ 5r{Nh}{:-5 Kf,^rD'tAlC BeA\

S x factor (see 6.2.2) l-t-lot-rr'ita ' i 1 15 I j'7 C" f Aur./-4 
.

Math (see6.2.3) | ,318 f afrrre. T|ttx' v Ls\ a F /!\Af .1*6rcr6

S
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Lower beam stroke

Enter the lower beam stroke adjustment.

lf no value is entered, the most recently set value is used.
Always enter a value if you are creating individual program lines. For complete programs,
the value need only be entered once, in the first line.

The inputs depend on the plate thickness and inside radius.
Find the right values using the mathematic calculation aids.

S x factor (see 6.2.2)

Math (see 6.2.3)

Auxiliary functions

Select auxiliary functions from the displayed soft keys. A further set of soft keys is available by

pressing the key

The selected auxiliary function is indicated in the program line by a letter. The selected soft key
is shown in reverse video.
\Men the program runs, the selected soft keys are visible at the bottom of the screen (see also
6.6 Auxiliary functions).

a

.JS nrfit-v

NEXT
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Prograrn input

6.1.1. Program sections (subroutines)

The controller memory holds 40 program lines that are available for program input.

When you save a program, all40 lines are always saved whether_or not there are values entered.

Most bending programs will require only 10 - 20 program lines. Complete fabricated parts often

consist of several individual components.

Example

HOUSING

CASONG SHEET
LEFT SIDE SECTION
RIGHT SIDE SECTION
COVER

Backstop position (A) = total or remaining developed view minus the side

you can integrate several individual components into a bending program. ln the Multibend 9000

controller, the bending program does not have to start at line 1'

ln our housing example, you could use one program to fabricate

. the casing sheet (program lines 1 - 6),

. the side sections (program lines 7 -24), and

r the cover (program lines 25 - 32)

in a single program run. The piece counter counts the number of complete housings after each

program run.

Note: You can also bend individual parts of the housing at any time. To do this, insert an

empty line (see 5.2.2) after each part. The controller interprets the empty lines as

the end of the program for the individual part.

Also remember:

. Because of the larger number of program lines used, you can easily integrate line-related

info lines. This gives the operator important instructions and information when the program

is running, such as:

the name of the subroutine (casing sheet)

the develoPed length and width

turn or reverse the Plate

assignment of legs and side sections.
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To assist with program input, the Multibend 9000 controller provides a number of calculation
functions.
These functions save you having to perform complicated arithmetic calculations and simplif,Tinput
to a great extent.

6.2.1. Converting side lengths to the backstop position (dimension incre-
ment)

This sofi key function lets you convert side dimensions directly to the effective backstop position
This function will save you a lot of additional calculation work.

There are two different ways of positioning the plate:

1) direct positioning of the plate

2) indirect positioning of the plate

1) Direct positioning:

The side being bent is positioned directly on the backstop. The backstop position (A) is the same
as the side length (S). Use this positioning method for small parts only, as otherwise you will
always have the long side in front of the machine.

IRASI
V
6.2. Mathematic calculation aids

A

S
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2) lndirect Positioning

The big advantage of a folding machine is that with large-surface parts' the long side always

remains on the backstoP table'

OnfV in" short sides prolect over the bending edge and are bent'

5

To deiermine the effective backstop dimensions of the individual sides, you would normally have

to continuously subtract the side dimensions from the remaining developed length'

The soft key function does this calculation for you

Example:

We want to make a window cornice'
Plate width: 11.811 inch (300 mm)

Sheet thickness: 0.039 inch (1 mm)

niiOirn"n"ions are inside dimLnsions. We determine the effective backstop positions'

A

o
@

si

0.708

+r
6.417

Proceed as follows

Use the cursor keys to move the cursor field to the

line.
enie|. tn" ptate width 11.811 inch (300 mm) as the backstop dimension

column of a free Program/4:
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V
Note: As soon as you enter a backstop position in a program line, the controller

recognises the line as an info line; we need the input for further calculations.
Putthe "Developed width"text module in the line (see 5.4.3 Copying textto program
lines).
This line is ignored when the program runs.

Enter the side dimensions below this dimension heading in the subsequent lines, taking account
of the desired bending sequence (see drawing).

When you enter the associated angle you should see the following:

INFO LINE
''DEVELOPED WDTH''

Side dimensions

Converting the side dimensions to the effective backstop position

Move the cursor field to the first backstop position (0.709 inch (18 mm)) and choose the

soft key function.

Subtract the entered side dimension from the developed width; the backstop position for the first
side is 11.102 inch (282 mm).

Use the cursor key to move to the next backstop position. Choose the dimension

incremgnt function once again.
Subtract the side dimension 2.520 inch (64 mm)from the last backstop position. The result isthe
second backstop position.
Repeat this function until all side lengths have been converted to effective backstop positions.

Our bending program has changed as follows:

effective backstop positions

]

i

i-

i

I

I
,

i

i
:
j

I
I

1

l

{

,,,':l
,,'\r
t.3E.B
fis.8
ffs.8

- t',:'TIr-
1
?
a
J

4
5
fr

t vttitE

11.811
B.?89
7.5.?-;n
6.41?

+

1
Dc.

3
4
5
6

,ri:'/
i: \I
t3E.B

I 'i't'\'rl'r
11.81r.
11.1a2

t} raal
TJ , JIJJ

2.165
B5
B5

B
0

IilS Ncrtl
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6.2.2. Galculating the bending and lower beam adjustment (S x factor)

ln this function the controller uses the entered sheet thickness and an internal formula to calculate

the smallest possible bending and lower beam adjustment. The result is the minimum inside

radius of 1.2 x s (s = sheet thickness).

Exercise:

you want to bend a plate with the smallest possible inside radius. What must you enter for the

bending beam and lower beam adjustment?

Proceed as follows:

We are in the Program inPut level.

Use the cursor keys to move the cursor to the Bending beam adjustment column

specify the thickness of the plate.

and

To start the calculation, choose the soft key function. The calculated adjustment is

entered automaticallY.

There are now two ways to find the lower beam adjustment:

a Repeat the above procedure in the Lower beam adjustment column n
. Use the value found in the bendihg beam adjustment column.

Note: lf you always require the same bending radius in a bending program, you need

only enter the adjustment values in the first line of the program. The values then

apPlY to all subsequent lines.

With this calculation function you have determined the smallest possible bending radius. Forlarge

radii, you must determine the bending and lower beam adjustments with the function

(see 6.2.3)

R A S

+

-rs+
#

FfiKTIIR

=*.x
FRKTOR

NE
7r1
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Adjustment when the bending beam is higher

Example of a program line:

0.039 (1.0)
(plate thickness)

Program input

+ height increase of bending beam tools

)*
MKTOR

+.
x

FRKTOR
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6.2.3. Radius-retated calculation of the bending beam adjustment (math)

lf you want to bend plates with a large inside radius (possible to a limited extent) orwith a radius

track, you must account for the

r sheet thickness

. materialstrength

. desired inside radius, and

. length of the part being bent

in the bending beam and lower beam adjustment.
lf one of thes-e values changes within a program, you must also change the adjustment values

of the bending beam and lower beam.

To determine these radius-related adjustment values, the Multibend controller has a calculation

function which also accounts for the deflection of the bending beam itself.

Exercise:

You want to bend a plate with the following values:

Thickness:

Strength:

lnside radius:

Length ofthe bend

0.047 inch (1.2 mm)

58 ksi(400 N/mm2;

0.394 inch (10 mm)

59.055 inch (1.5 m)

You do you find the optimal adjustment values for the bending beam and lower beam?

Proceed as follows:

We are in the program inPut level.

Use the cursor keys to move the cursor field to the column (bending beam ad-

justment) or column (lower beam adjustment).

Choose the soft key function to open the following input window:

n

R A S

NE.-+t

rr+

NE
ffr+
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Program input

Use the 10-key pad to enterthe numeric values from the exercise defined above

Delete false values with the key

once all values have been entered correcfly, exit the editing level with the soft key

When you exit the input window, the calculation automatically starts. The Multibend controller
immediately calculates the adjustmentvalue forthe bending beam and lower beam; yo, ."" botn
values on the screen.

EElE
8trtr
tr8tr

E

Note: lf there are already values in the Bending and lower beam adjustment column of

the program line when you choose the soft key function, those values

willbe overwritten.

lf the adjustment values for the bending and lower beam do not change in the program, you need
only enter them in the first complete piogram line. They then remain"in effect for-all subsequent
program lines until

. they are replaced by other values

r the end of the program (empiy line) is encountered.

Example:

first complete
program line Values remain in effect

Upper value is replaced

and remains in effeci
until end of program

i
l

.r ilirr.-rl , .,1 t jlrt.

sheet tlrirk. i
sheet stren.l{rinZ 58
inner radius in 8.354
length in 59

CL

*llfl

NE
7f

2

rt
5
6
7
a
9

ts

3e.?s1
20.8ffr
T4:Ist\
12.244
31.182
{5.630
.r{.921

90 "a

.}],'a

€.9{5 A.9{5 I

0,216 0.t97

L.1S1

1.5?5

t.s6

qs,a
.$.n
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Notes:

.--

V
S
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13488.54 lbf (60,000 N) (39.48 atm (40 bar))

47249.90lbf (210,000 N) {133.23 atm (135 bar))

0 - 13488.54 lbf (0 - 60,000 N) (using displacement measuring
system)

V
6.3. Notes on upper beam input

We distinguish between the following clamping methods for the upper beam:

Pressure-related clamping (see 6.3.1 )a

Dimension-related clamping (see 6.3.2)

a Closing beads (see 6.3.3)

The upper beam has two separate displacement measuring systems, mounted on the left and
right near the upper beam guide.
There are also pressure switches and pressure valves for measuring clamping pressure inte-
grated into the hydraulics.

The possible clamping forces of the upper beam are:

Normalclamping force:

lncreased clamping force:

Minimal clamping force:

The upper beam has an additional mechanical parallel guide which prevents it from tilting during
uncontrolled closing movements.
lf one of the two displacement measuring systems fails, the upper beam halts automatically.

The clamping speed of the upper beam can be controlled continuously from 1-99% in the program
(see 6.6.3 Reduced upper beam speed and 6.9.1 Upper beam parameters).
The increased clamping force of the upper beam is activated as an auxiliary function (see 6.6.4
lncreased upper beam pressure).

Note: When clamping short plates (up to 19.685 inch (500 mm)) in the centre of the
machine, always specify a target position for the upper beam (dimension-related
clamping).

Do not use the function.

This will preserve the cambering of the lower beam.

1

nax

N
VI

+
E
I
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6.3.1. Pressure-related clamping

ln most applications you will be using pressure-related clamping, i.e. the upper beam moves

down, without a specified target position, until a counter-pressure has built up when clamping the
plate.
A pressure switch detects the clamping pressure of the upper beam. When the clamping pressure

is reached, the pressure valve interrupts the clamping movement of the upper beam.

The normal clamping pressure of the upper beam is:

Fclamp = 13488.54|bf (60,000 N) (39.48 atm (40 bar))

With the auxiliary funciion selected (increased pressure), the clamping force of the

upper beam is:

Fcramp = 47209.90|bf (210,000 N) (133.23 atm (135 bar))

Note: When working with pressure-sensitive materials you should reduce the clamping
pressure (see 6.3.2).

The controller continuously checks the parameter settings of the upper beam using the actual
values from the two displacement measuring systems. lf the difference beiween the two values

exceeds a certain amount (see Save parameters), the upper beam will stop and the following

message will appear on the screen:

This message is displayed when you have one-sidedly clamped a plate with s = 0,1 18 inch (3

mm).

How to resolve the problem:

. lnsert a shim on the other side of the upper beam.

r Use the dimension-related clamping method.

This error message also appears when one of the two displacement measuring systems is not

working.

Area of application:

. For safe clamping of all materials and thicknesses in the centre of the machine.

. For clamping thin sheets, whether centred or not.

R A s

fr8X

N
VE

+
6

flosing beau leuelling ! 
{
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Advantages:

. The clamping movement need not be programmed.

. The clamping movement can be at maximum speed (no delay ramp).

Disadvantages:

. One-sided clamping of thick plates not possible without using a shim.

. Short plates cannot be clamped in the centre of the machine.

lnput:

I ta No input in the column (close upper beam); you may have to delete the entered

value using the keyCL
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To do this, specify the plate thickness in the column

When entering the opening height, note the following

Lower clamping pressures: plate thickness plus about 0.004 inch (0'1 mm)

High clamping pressures: plate thickness minus about 0.004 -0'012 inch (0'1 - 0'3 mm)

You can also program a delay ramp for the clamping movement.
Before reaching the specified target position, the controller decelerates the clamping movement

of the upper beam (see 6.9.1 Upper beam parameters).

Note: Maximum clamping pressure (47209.90 lbf (210,000 N)) is activated using the

sofi key function in the auxiliary functions column (see also 6.6.4)'

t

The specified closing height of the upper beam is adjusted using the two displacement measuring

systems, ensuring that the closing movement is parallel and the upper beam cannot tilt.

ln this case, the pressure switch does nothing'

Program input

6.3.2. Dimension-related clamping

Dimension-related clamping means that you enter the target position for the upper beam when

it closes.

Area of application:

. One-sided clamping of plates left or right.

. Clamping of short plates in the centre of the machine.

. Clamping of sensitive materials.

Advantages:

. The plate can be clamped on either side of the machine

r Lower clamping pressures can be set using the clamping distance of the upper beam.

Disadvantages:

. The clamping time is longer because of the deceleration ramp,

. The clamping height of the upper beam must be specifled.

max

N
vn

+
E
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We are in the program input level

Use the cursor keys

Use the 1O-key pad
EEg
8trtr
ntrtr

E

Note

to move the cursor to the

rlrJvrcurr rrrPrrl

column

IRASI
Y

t
to specify the required closing height.

lf you need the same closing height in all program lines, proceed as follows

. . Enter the required closing height in the first program line.

r Press and hold the key

r Use the key to copy the value into the subsequent program

lines (see also 5.2.5 Copy value)

t
ENT

t +
l

I
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6.3.3. Closing beads

With this function and a specified closing height you can close a prefolded side (e.9. 135')to a

defined dimension,

The upper beam closes at normal speed up to a Save parameter value of 1.181 inch (30 mm).

The closing speed then reduces to 60%; the upper beam closes parallel and cannot tilt.

Save parameter: PORTION WAY: 1.181 inch (30 mm)

SPEED PORT: (V): 0.236 inch (6.00)

Note: During the reduced closing movement, the upper beam may jump if the plate is not

centred.

ln the "Closing beads to a dimension" function, you must enter the position (close

upper beam) and activate the auxiliary function.

lf the normal clamping pressure of 13488.54 lbf (60,000 N) is not enough to close the bead, you

must also select the auxiliary function

Area of application:

. Closing beads to a defined dimension

Advantages:

. The bead can be closed in any position.

. The upper beam is held parallel by the displacement measuring system throughout the clo-

sing movement.

Disadvantages:

Slower clamping movement because the closing speed is reduced and a delay ramp is
used.

The closing position and auxiliary functions have to be programmed

tr

a

RAS

Jr-

J

nax

N
vr

+
6
I
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lnput:

We are in the program input level.

Use the cursor keys to move the cursor to the

auxiliary functions for the program line

Choose the soft key function, and if necessary

column -

column (close upperUse the

beam).
Enter the desired closing height (outer dimension of the bead).

Note:

cursor keys to move the cursor to tne llf<- -+

When running the bending program with the

press the right foot switch (bending beam)

function, you must briefly

to continue program execution after the bead has been closed.
lf you open the upper beam by pressing down fully on the middle (left) foot switch

the program will not continue to the next program line

- 
ldti rr

-ilt-g

J max

N
VD

+
6

AUTO

I

I
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Notes:

C
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6.4. Entering program information

It is a good idea to include plenty of information for the user in the bending program, especially
if the operator is not the person who wrote the program. A well documented program makes it
much easier for you to find the right programs on the diskette later.

ln the Multibend 9000 controller, the program information is appended to the actual bending
program in the form of a work plan. You can also integrate line-related information into the bending
program (see 5.4.3 Copying text to program lines).

There are two sections of program information:

1) "Program information" contains detailed information about the bending program (see also

6.4.1).

Z) "Upper, bending and lower beam configuration" provides information about the required tool
configuration for the bending program (see 6.4.2 I 6.4.3 and 6.4.4)'

Both of these sections of program information are automatically saved to diskette with

the bending program (see 11.1.3 Saving and loading programs)

0

l
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6.4.1. Program-related information

ln the program input level, open the program information input window using the o soft

key

The cursor starts off in the "Number" column when you choose the

Use the cursor keys to move the cursor from one input line to another

o funciion.

As soon as you see the soft key on the screen, you can invoke typewriter mode and

enter text (see 5.3 TyPewriter).

Use the keys to move the cursor within the input line.

This lets you insert spaces (blanks) in the text. ln typewriter mode you can delete individual

characters with the CL key or the entire input line with the key

lf the typewriter soft key does not appear, you current situation only allows you to enter numbers

from the 10-key pad

ln input lines containing only numeric input options, delete false values with the key

Exit the program information level by choosing the soft key function or pressing the

F-ll

key

S

t * 0 * L: A.aSS * Z9-SZA | 56.929
SINEilGTH : 58 KsI
TAIENIAI I
INfO
UAXXISIU' SIDT fACIdG DOIIIILIAIIDS

: EEEEELIL: oluf,fi
IlUilBEN
ilnfiE

rlillslt[D
slAt{ts

3tl
94s322 (qsndd)

z

t +
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CLw

CL
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Explanation of the input lines:

Number:

Name:

Count:

Date:

Status:

TxWxL:

Strength:

Program input

The drawing or part number of the component being folded. Up to 15 characters
(alphanumeric) can be used. For example, A-123.456-ALU.

The name of the program, max.22 characters can be used. Examples: COVER,
SIDE PANEL, HOUSING etc.

The number of pieces.
The production control system can specify the number of pieces in the job. This
is important in DNC transfers or centralised job allocation.
The maximum piece count is 99999.

lnput field for schedule planning. The production control system can specify the

required production deadline. The function of the diskette manager

lets the user sort out the current deadline jobs (see 11.1.5 How to find pro-
grams). Enter the date in the format yymmdd. For example:940322 = 22
March 1994.

The urgency status for schedule planning.
For example:

1 - urgent (next job)
2 - normaljob
3 - fill-in job

9 - parts fabricated!

This is an interesting option if the machine is DNC-linked. The operator wri-
tes to status 9 after completing the job to tell the production control system
that the job has been completed.

Hint: lf the specified piece count does not match the produced number, the
operator can inform the production control system of the effective pierce
count.

You can enter the required plate dimensions so that the operator can verify
them.
1= plate thickness
!\l = plate width
| = plate length
The plate thickness is automatically used by the "Mathematic calculation aids"
(see 6.2).

The tensile strength of the maierial being folded, in ksi (N/mm2).
The strength value is used directly by the "Mathematic calculation aids" (see
6 2).

FmI
hE?t??
nh.,????
DAr ,?1??

I

I
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Material:

lnfo:

Lets you enter a material number or designation. For example, ST 12.03.

lnput field for further important information about the bending program' For
example, COATING FACE DOWN!
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6.4.2. Basics of tool position

ln these three levels you define the required tool configuration for the upper beam, bending beam
and lower beam in the bending program.
The data of the three levels are automatically loaded and saved with the bending program (see
1'1. Program management).
The position of the bending tools in the program information is in direct association with the tool

configuration level of the program input level (see also 6.8 Tool positions (tool setup)),

i.e. the two levels contain identicaldata

PROGRAM-INPUT

PROGRAM INFO TOOL POSITIONS

When a bending program is loaded from diskette, the stored toolconfiguration is automatically

loaded too. ln the level the controller displays the tool setup graphically. lf you change

the tool setup in this level, the values in the program information are also automatically changed.
The diskette still contains the'bld program information".

By pressing the and keys simultaneously you can delete allvalues from

the displayed window

Use the CL key to delete individual values within the input line.

fi

TOOL

\
VI

TOIIL

\
VI

TOOL

N
7n

TOOL

w

TOOL

W
TOOL

\
vr

TOOL

N
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TOOL
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\
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TOOL

N
vt
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t
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6.4.3. Upper beam tool position

Within the program information level 0
upper beam tool position table.

, choose the soft key to display the

+ YE5 it0

w
You will see various soft keys on the screen, depending on the cursor position in the line.

You can enter up to 5 different tool lengths for the upper beam. All tool gaps and lengths are

measured for each individual bending station. The tools used can also belong to different tool

sets (see 9. Tool management).

Example: RAS 74.30

Type

t9t
7 450

205 17.717 fJ0

j50 24.803

13.78

3200

125.984

219
390

Zero point
right

t46
tt0

t00L
\
vr

:, ll

YES CES2
a

z
L

lrii' r;,i rli.' ':\iii ij'

't '.P'*,. .l f i

tiil;"3l; i.ii'l':L ir

6.69 15.35
13.62 z4.48
13-?B I?.72
ff.6U ?.68
B.87 ?.68

U V x Y z

FF tool FF tool
FF tool

BF

Bending station

tool with corner piece

FF = front free
BF = back free

Multibend 9000

8.622

6-28

13.622

15.354

6.693
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Explanation of soft keys:

lf shown in reverse video, the zero point for establishing the gaps and lengths is on

the left side of the upPer beam.

lf shown in reverse video, the zero point for establishing the gaps and lengths is on

the right side of the upper beam (see flgure above).

These soft keys are used to increase or decrease the gap or length by

0.197 inch (5 mm)with each press.

w
ln a variable program, enter the variables which influence the tool length of the corresponding
bending station (face end/side). The controllercalculatesthe necessary toollength forthe bending

station. Please refer to the explanations under 6.8 Tool positions (tool setup) - in preparation!

These two soft keys are used to specify whether or not to use corner
pieces for the bending station.

Please also read 6.8 Tool positions (tool setup) for a more complete discussion of this level.

+ I

U V X Y z

YE5 Irl0
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6.4.4. Bending beam tool Position

Within the Program information

ding beam tool Position table.

soft key to disPlaY the ben-

24.016
dl0 7.677

It5
3.397

t00

Length

, choose the

Example: RAS 74.30

125.984
3200

13.78
350

17.992
15t

4.724
20

You will see various soft keys on the screen, depending on the cursor position in the line.

you can enter up to 5 diffeient tool lengths for the bending beam. All tool gaps and.le-ngths are

mlasrreA .for each individual bending itation. The tools used can also belong to different tool

sets (see 9. Toolmanagement).

6.614
168

17.717
{50 24.803

630

TIIOL

L
V.

TllOL

N
vt

3
7.
.}

?
?

?.6ff
?4.82
13.?ff
6.61

1?.59

3.94
Z]T.BB
L7.72
4.72
4.72

H
!;' 'rl : i:

* - ?ti {,ly 
- 

,'t'.i:: .

itialri: . r.l'irll' 'i"

20

Split bending beam tools
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Explan ation of soft keys:

lf shown in reverse video, the zero point for establishing the gaps and lengths is on
the left side of the bending beam.

lf shown in reverse video, the zero point for establishing the gaps and lengths is on
the right side of the bending beam (see figure on page 6-28).

These soft keys are used to increase or decrease the gap or length by
0.197 inch (5 mm) with each press.

ln a variable program, enter the variables which influence the tool length of the corresponding
behding station (face and/side). The controllercalculates the necessary tool length forthe bending
station. Please refer to the explanations under 6.8 Tool positions (tool setup) - in preparation!

V

vE5 Hu

These two soft keys are used to specify whether or not to use corner
pieces for the bending station.

Please also read 6.8 Tool positions (tool setup) for a more complete discussion of this level.

+ I

U U Id X Y 7.
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6.4.5. Lower beam tool position

Wthin the program information level , choose the soft key to display the lo-

wer beam tool position table

You will see various soft keys on the screen, depending on the cursor position in the line.

You can enter up to 5 different tool lengths for the bending beam. All tool gaps and lengths are

measured for each individual bending station. The tools used can also belong to different tool

sets (see 9. Tool management).

Example: RAS 74.30

125.9U

969 3200

25.197 50
640

71.654
1820

25.197
640

Length

Gap

oao

TgOL

L
rr

o TOOL

N
7fr

Split lower beam tools
o
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Explanation of soft keys:

lf shown in reverse video, the zero point for establishing the gaps and lengths is on
the left side of the lower beam.

lf shown in reverse video, the zero point for establishing the gaps and lengths is on
the right side of the lower beam (see figure on page 6-32).

+
These soft keys are used to increase or decrease the gap or length by
0.197 inch (5 mm) with each press.

These two soft keys are used to specify whether or not to use corner
pieces for the bending station.

ln a variable program, enter the variables which influence the tool length of the corresponding
bending station (face and/side). The controllercalculates the necessary toollength forthe bending
station. Please refer to the explanations under 6.8 Tool positions (tool setup) - in preparation!

YE5

Please also read 6.8 Tool positions (tool setup) for a more complete discussion of this level.

U V !d X Y 7

Itlll
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6.5. lnformation text in the program

)

You should include plenty of information in bending programs that you want to save and archilre
later, especially if the person using the program is not the person who wrote it!

When a bending program runs, the controller executes one line at a time. This process is indicated
by the reverse-video display of the lines on the screen.
Text instructions will help the operator during work.

The info texts document program execution and make the programs easier to edit.

There are two different kinds of info text:

1) Line-related information (see 6.5.1)

2) Automatically displayed information (see 6.5.2).
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6.5.1. Line-related information

you can include information text in each line of the bending program. The text can be up to 25

characters long. You should include plenty of documenting text in the program, as this will male

the operator's job much easier when running the program.

Text when entering the Program:

Displayed text when running the program:

We have created a simple way of entering line-related information text. lf you include only one

stop position in the program line, the controller interprets the whole line as information text.

Wnen tne program runJ, the controller ignores this line. The text information is not shown during

execution.

Example:

Bending program:

lnfo line 1

lnfo line

34.409
(874.00)

33.701
(856.00)

32.677
(830.00)

32.835
(834.00)

1.969
(50.00)

1.181
(30.00)

0.094
(2.40)

0.094
(2.40)

2 90.0

90.0

G

.)

4

Associated info texts:

1

2

3

4

DEVELOPED WIDTH

LONG SIDE 1 LEG (1)

LONG SIDE 1 LEG (2)

lnfo text displayed during execution

REST DEV. AFTER TURNING

you can use these information texts as comments for important dimensions (PLATE WDTH'
DEVELOPED WIDTH).

Tl0l'l
-IfiI.I : DEUELI]FD TETIGTH !

: SIDE LAil6TH

SSUEI,ITI TAHffTH !
: SIDE TEIIGTH
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Note: You can also program several info lines in succession. The entered backstop

position is ignored.

Entering line-related information:

The Multibend controller lets you do this in two ways:

. Enter the text using text modules you created yourself

. Enter the text using the soft key typewriter.

(Please read 5.4 Text modules)

Proceed as follows

ffiOnce you have entered the program line or backstop position, use the soft key functi-

on to retrieve the text modules.

The cursor field is on the first line

Cursor field

Use the cursor keys to select the desired text module from the 15 predefined

texts.
The selected text is shown in the'Gopy text" box.

soft key function, the selected text is copied as infor-

mation text.

You can also create your own info text at any time. To do this, go to the text module level and

When you exit the level with the 
H

Irrrlchoose the soft key function (see 5.3 Typewriter)

You will see letters displayed in the soft key bar, with the cursor in the'Copy text" box.

3 n0TcttED Lril61ll !
4 fi0lclED utollt t
5 DEilT InONI TS}LL !
6 I}DIIT SIDE IIALL I
? ttisgBr nl6Hr !

9 I}ISDRT ITI ITIE f,IDDLE 
'10 nOIAlE DEGBcIS ] ilnn!

11 AGAIIIST NEAN SilP !
12 AENIHST FRT}IT STOP I
13 }IOLD PNRT !
14 II{SEBT fnRT rlnc0ilol !
!5 LIG SIDf,

', r;:i;;lir:i: iila
Df,UHSPD IIilGfi 

'

t +
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You can delete existing text with the

To exit the typewriter, Press the key

key

You can copy the new text to the list of text modules with the soft key

Note: You can also move an existing text module into the 'Copy text" box and then edit
it with the typewriter!

'(*

The soft key function copies the text to the program line as information text.

To exit the text module level or copy the info text to your program, use the soft key

A detailed discussion of text modules is provided in section 5.4 Text modules.

An example:

ln our example, move the cursor to line 1 of the program and press ffi

ffi

Move the cursor to "DEVELOPED WIDTH" and press

The text then appears in the "lnfo" window.
Now move the cursor to line 2 of the program.

As the text "LONG SIDE 1 LEG (1)"! is not among the text modules, invoke the typewriter

ffi

F,"l: and enter the text.

Use to copy the text to the lnfo window for line 2. This does not modify the text modules.

you can create a text module as "LONG SIDE LEG " and then just enter the numbers before

copying the line-related information to the program with

R A s

CL*

lb

.$ii
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6.5.2. Automatically displayed information

lnformation text is automatically displayed when you create a program, but this text cannot be
edited or deleted; it is permanently stored in the controller.

INFO LINE

lf you have entered only one backstop position, the following information is displayed

This program line is ignored if you run the program with or , i.e. the cur-

sor skips to the next line. An entered information text (PLATE WDTH) only serves to document
the program for the writer or operator.

Backstop INACTIVE

lf you enter only one bending angle in a program line, the following information is displayed:

When the program runs, this program line moves the backstop to its largest dimension and all
backstop flaps are lowered. This provides you with the whole work surface, for example to work
from markings.

End of program (PROG. END)

lf you have entered no bending angle and no backstop position, the following information is
displayed:

This program line is interpreted by the controller as the end of the program.

lf the bending program was started with the
AUTO

first line.
The piece counter reduces the number by one finished part and you can start work on the next
part immediately.

AUTO

key, the cursor automatically returns to the

.
I

l

I
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6.6. Auxiliary functions

The auxiliary functions perform the following tasks:

. Determine speed and pressure.

. Execute function sequences automatically.

. DisplaY user information.

6.6.1. Fundamentals

You can select up to 11 different auxiliary functions in each program line.

Enter the auxiliary functions in the

l-rugrailr ilrPuL

column. To do this, move the cursor with

the € .-> cursor keys into the Auxiliary functions column.

Note: The cursor movement will "wrap" around the columns on the screen. lf the cursor

is in the column, you can press the € key to move it directly to

the column

The following soft key bar appears at the bottom of the screen, with all available auxiliary functions.

H

Nr
rF*,

Switch to the background levelwith the key. The second set of soft keys is pink.

Pressing the key again returns you to the foreground set ofsoft keys

Each soft keyicon is identified by a letter in its bottom left corner (from A to L)

- 
Ilt 7r_ tlt

-9

I max

N
VI

+
fi
c

n flr
i

+

NEXT

NEXT
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\/

When you invoke an auxiliary function by pressing a function key, the corresponding letter is

entered in the program line. At the same time, the soft key icon appears in reverse video.

ffiH
To reset an auxiliary function, press the corresponding function key once more' The soft key

appears normally again (green or pink).

You can delete allselected auxiliary functions in a program line by pressing the key

As soon as you start a bending program with or , the controller dis-

plays the auxiliary function soft keys for each program line

CL

AUTO
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6.6.2. Reduced bending beam speed

This soft key function reduces the speed of the bending beam. The reduction only applies to
program lines in which the soft key was activated.

Area of application:

lf there are long sides protruding on the bending beam side, their weight may cause them to sag
or flap.

Reducing the bending speed prevents this oscillating
effect.

After choosing the auxiliary function, the controller enters the letter'A" in the cursor

field.

F?*

FRRR

DRTR
Note: The reduced bending beam speed is defined in the level (see 6.9.2

Bending beam parameters).
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6.6.3. Reduced uPPer beam sPeed

you will need this auxiliary function in order to clamp plates from markings (without using the
backstop). This involves thL operator aligning the plate visually to the upper beam tool. Just before

tne uppii Oeam makes contact with tne ptate is the best time to see whether the upper beam and

marfing are correctly aligned. Because the upper beam usually.closes quickly, it leaves no time

to reacland stop the beJm with the foot switch if the alignment is wrong. This problem is solved

by the "Reduced upper beam speed" auxiliary function.

This auxiliary function has the following advantages:

r The speed is ieduced only when the beam is close to the plate. Long distances are

covered just as quickly as they would be without using this function.

The function can be used in individual program lines. The closing speed of the upper

beam is thus only reduced when this is really necessary'

The opening speed ofthe upper beam is not changed.

The closing path at reduced speed is defined by a parameter, as is the closing speed'

After you have selected the auxiliary function, the controller enters the letter "B" in the

cursor field

For details on entering the parameters, see 6.9.1 Upper beam parameters.

+

PRRR

IRTR
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6.6.4. lncreased upper beam pressure

Use this auxiliary function to increase the upper beam clamping pressure from 30.4 atm (30 bafl
to 131.72 atm (130 bar).

Area of application:

. For closing beads.

. For securely clamping long plates with maximum plate thickness.

ln all other cases,'there is no need to increase the clamping pressure.

ln RAS folding machines, the clamping pressure adjusts automatically to the bending force. This
means that at the normal pressure of 30.4 atm (30 bar), the upper beam holds clamped plates
securely and reliably during bending. The increased clamping pressure of 131.72 atm (130 bar)
is only required when you have a combination of a thick plate and a long bending length.

Sensitive plates such as sheet copper or aluminium may require a lower clamping pressure
Please refer to section 6.3.1 Pressure-related clamping.

After you have activated the auxiliary function, the controller enters the letter"C" in the

cursor field.

Description of functions:

When you use increased clamping pressure, the upper beam starts closing atthe normalpressure
of 30.4 atm (30 bar). Once the clamping position of the beam has been detected by the pressure
switch integrated into the hydraulics, it automatically switches over to the increased pressure
setting.
The clamping pressure is maintained over a fixed clamping pressure period of about 2 seconds.
After this period the clamping movement is stopped by the appropriate flow-dividing valves. This
procedure protects the hydraulic system and motor against overloading. ln "dimension-related
clamping" (see 6.3.2), the clamping movement is not stopped until the clamping position is
reached, even if the increased clamping pressure has not yet taken effect. ln this case,
displacement measurement is given priority.

MX
N
vr

+
fi
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6.6.5. Lower backstop flaps

a

Use this auxiliary function to:

prevent the backstop from pushing the plate fonryards out of the machine when you

change from large to small backstop settings.

. produce a clear surface for turning the plate.

r prevent the backstop from pushing the plate forwards.

This auxiliary function is always performed at the beginning of a program line, so you should

include it in the line in which the plate might be pushed out.

Note: lf the backstop is positioned close to the bending edge, the backstop flaps may
collide with the upper beam tools if the upper beam has not been opened far
enough. The Multibend 9000 controller recognises these potential collisions auto-
matically.
The backstop flaps are automatically lowered before the new backstop position is

set, and automatically raised again at the backstop position. The auxiliary function
need not be selected specially for this purpose.

lf you are working from markings, you don't need the backstop. Enter an angle in the

column of the relevant program line; do not enter a dimension in the column.

When the program runs, the backstop will move to its largest setting and lower its flaps

automatically. The auxiliary function need not be specially selected to do this.

After you have activated the auxiliary function, the controller enters the letter "D" in the

cursor field.

How it works:

When the bending program is running, the backstop flaps will drop to below work surface level

before moving to the new backstop position. The flaps stay down even after reaching the backstop
position, and you can move the part around on the work surface without interference.

H

S

N
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Briefly pressing the "Close upper beam" foot switch

raises the babkstop flaps again

The middle (left) "Close upper beam" foot switch is used primarily for closing the
upper beam, but also for other minor functions, which are activated by just briefly
pressing the switch instead of putting your foot firmly down. ln the case above, we
have used it to raise the backstop flaps. So don't press you foot all the way down,
as qtherwise the upper beam will close (as well as raining the flaps) and you will
not have time to align the plate properly.

I

i
I
l

I
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6.6.6. Stop backstoP

Use this auxiliary function to prevent the backstop from automatically moving to the next position

Uses:

To remove a part from the backstop area before the backstop automatically moves to the

next position.

To prevent the plate from being ejected when changing from large to small backstop set-

tings.

How it works:

The backstop remains at its last position although the controller has moved on to the next line.

You now have time to move the workpiece.

As soon as you briefly press the right "Bending beam" foot switch

the backstop is moved to its next programmed position.

After you have activated the auxiliary function, the controller enters an "E" in the cursor

field.

I

;roe\

?rn
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6.6.7.

These two auxiliary functions are only for providing information to the user when the prognm is
running.

The soft keys are displayed on the screen in the appropriate program line. lf you add additional
information text (see 6.5.1 Line-related information), you can provide the operator with useful
information during work.

The codes entered in the auxiliary function field by the controller are an 'F" for "Turn plate"

and a "G" for "Reverse plate"

Turn and reverse plate

I

-ItlFU : TURH Tf, 1, FPIIHT I^IALL !
t[HGTH; SIDE

n

n ir
i
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6.6.8. Produce hollow beads

Use this auxiliary function to close folded sides up completely ordown to a predefined dimendon.

The two displacement measuring systems for the upper beam guarantee parallel clamping, so

you can close beads outside the centre of the machine'

iVn"n this auxiliary function is applied, the bending beam cannot be started with the left foot

switch.

Programming:

Before closing a bead, you must fold the side to about 135". You can then close the bead in the

next program section.

Here is a programming example with backstop positioning to close the bead' First we run the

backstop iUoit O.ZSO iich (6 mm) further back. Tne bead remains open about 0'079 inch (2 mm)

(plate thickness 0.039 inch (1 mm)).

Note: lf you want to close up the bead completely, you may need the auxiliary

function

After you have activated the auxiliary function, the controllerenters an "H" in the cursor

field

J
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Running the program:

Pre-fold the bead, then position the plate below the upper beam. Run the program line (3) to close
the bead by pressing the left "Upper beam" foot switch. The upper beam moves to the specified
dimension, 0.157 inch (4 mm).

lf you start the program with , you must now briefly press the right foot switch. The

upper beam opens and the controller automatically moves on to the next program line.
lf you open the upperbeamwith the left"Upperbeam"footswitch, thecontrollerwillnotcontinue
with the next program line.

How it works

The parallel guide of the upper beam engages about 1.575 inch (40 mm) (see Save parameier
Section distance) before the clamping position of the upper beam.
lf the load is off-centre, the side with less load is halted in impulses during closing. The switdring
peaks make a slight pulsing or stuttering noise, which has no adverse effects on the machine.
Throughout the parallel motion the speed of the upper beam is automatically reduced to 3040%
(Save parameter SPEED SECTION (V)).

AUTO

i
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6.6.9. Mark bending (bend segments)

The Mark bending auxiliary function is used with thin plates to:

. produce large radii through individual bending segments.

. mark on diagonal bracings (e.9. ventilation ducts)'

The bending beam is set to a bending angle between 1 and 25". The plate is deformed by the

clamping force of the uPPer beam.

I P

The advantage of this bending method is that it saves time because the bending is done by the

closing of the upper beam.

Programming:

Each marking movement requires its own program line.

lf a radius consists of 5 segments, you must enter 6 program lines.

Example:

Radius R20 formed from 5 segments (sheet thickness 0.039 inch (1 mm)).

The drawing shows a segmenl length of 0.232 inch (5.9 mm). The first and last bending angles

are 9', with 4 x 18" in between.

15

15 R=20

N...
F\

,

Multibend 9000
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Program input:

Note: To convert the side length to the effective backstop position, use the

function (see 6.2,1 Converting side lengths to the backstop position (dimension
increment).

Running the program:

Start the program with "Auto start", i.e. the program automatically executes one lineAUTO

after the other. Bend the 90' leg, then mark bend the rest.

Then leave your foot down on the left "Upper beam" foot switch.

The machine will automatically bend all subsequent segments. ln this process the upper beam
opens, the plate is advanced, and the upper beam closes again. There is no need for you to
intervene.
After the final segment the upper beam opens automatically and the bending beam swings back
to 0".
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6.6.10. Locking and releasing the clamps

NEXT

The soft keys in the background level appear on a pink background

Press the key once more to switch back to the foreground soft keysNErI

The two soft key functions only take effect if you have an optional add-on facility installed in the

machine, with the'backstops configured as grips.

Further information on request!

column to activate the two auxiliary functions'

t
-A
-Jtl ts

t
-J+-tY t
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6.7. Piece counter

G
n

The Multibend 9000 controller has a programmable piece counter. This function gives the user
an overview of parts that have been finished or have yet to be finished.
The piece counter is used mainly in series production.

How it works:

When the CNC controller reaches the last program line during program execution, it automatically
returns to the first line and counts one piece.

Remember:

To use the piece counter, you must start the program with the function

a A bending program can consist of two different parts.

Part 1 (door track) from program line 1 to 19

Part2 (cover) from program line 20 to 35
lf one program section follows the other without an empty line between them, the controller
will count only one finished part a complete door.

There are two ways to enter the piece count:

G'
n

1) Enter it directly using the soft key function

2) Enter it indirectly via program information The piece count is already specified in

the "COUNT" line.
This can be done during program input and as part of work preparation.

o

AUTO
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6.7.1. Adding piece counter

The adding piece counter always counts completed program cycles (finished parts) in ascending

order of numbers (0, 1,2,3, ... etc.).

Exercise:

you have a stack of punched plates on a pallet. So that you know exactly how many parts you

have completed when you finish the stack, activate the adding piece counter.

Proceed as follows:

Load the required program from diskette with the function (see also 11.1.3)

PROC

EBITChange from the main menu to program input level using the soft key function

lf the "COUNT" line in the 0 Prog. lnfo level already contains a number, the following

entries will appear in the Count column:

lf there is no piece count in this column, you can begin work immediately. The piece counteradds

one finished part after each cYcle.

Resetting the piece count:

Press the soft key. The cursor field for entering the piece count appears on a white

background.

Exit piece count input with the or without having entered a value.

The piece counter has now been reset and you can begin work.

ffi
n

J.rl
I

ENT
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6.7.2. Programmable piece counter

Let us use two examples to illustrate the options provided by the programmable piece counter

Exercise A:

You want to work through a stack containing an unknown number of plates and determine the
number. After you have completed 25 plates, an urgent job interrupts your work. You have been
using the adding piece counter. To remember later how many parts you have completed, you
make a note of the 25 finished parts.

Proceed as follows

Load the interrupted program into memory using the soft key function in the diskette

management level (see 1 1.1.3)

Choose the PROC

EBIT
soft key function to go from the main menu to the program input level.

Press the
a
n

soft key to go to piece count input.

On the 10-key pad , enter the number of parts already completed (25).

Exit piece count input with the or soft key function

You now see the number25 on the screen. Aftereach completed partthe controllerwill increment
the count by one.

r'7.,*
n

t
ENT
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Exercise B:

From a stack of plates, you want to use exactly 50

Proceed as follows:

Load the required bending program from the diskette manager with the function (see

11.1.3).

Choose the
pn08

E[IT
soft key function to go from the main menu to the program input level.

soft key to go to piece count input.Press the
a

n

On the 10-key pad
, enter the number "-50"

EEg
Etrtr
EtrB

E

Note: You must flrst enter the number, then use the

sign.

key to enter a minus

Exit piece count input with the or soft key function.

You will now see the following lines on the screen

After each completed program cycle, the controller adds a finished part to the total, i.e. 49, 48,
47 ... etc.

\Men the counter reaches zero, the controller automatically goes to

work. You have now completed exactly 40 parts.

STOP and interrupts

E'

.trI
t

EIIT

l

l
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l
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6.8. Tool positions (tool setup)

6.8.1. Fundamentals

From the
PROO

EIIIT
program input level, change to the tool position levelwith the soft

key function

ln this levelthe controllershows you the machine's toolsetup in a graphicalform. \Men you enter
this level, the upper beam setup is always active.

nput window

Upper beam

Backstop flaps

Bending beam
tools

The controller receives the data for the graphic tool setup from:

1) the tool definition in the program information (see 6.4.2 to 6.4.5).

2) your direct inputs in the individual tool input windows (see 6.8.2 to 6.8.4).

3) the tool manager (see 9. Tool management). \Mthout the data of the individual tool sets, the
tool setup will not be displayed.

TOOLffi
r+--t---+t

TOOL

ffits14

1

TOOL
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PROGRAM INPUT

fi PROGRAM |NFO 

- 

TOOL POS|T|ONS

When you load a bending program from diskette that has a tool setup entered in the program

information, the levelwill immediately show you the tool setup data in the input

windows. You need this tool setup to process the loaded bending program.

lf you have written a program but not yet defined a tool setup, you can do that in this level. The

advantage is that you have a graphical display of the configuration of the tools and backstop

flaps. The data are automatically copied to the program information.
When you save the bending program to diskette, the tool setup data are automatically saved in

the program information.

Use the cursor keys to move the cursor around in the input window

Use the key to delete the contents of the cursor field.

Use the key to clear the entire input line containing the cursor

Use the and keys simultaneously to clear the contents of the entire input

window containing the cursor,

Use the soft key function to exit this level and return to the program input

level.

RAS

TOOL

ffi
TOOL

\
vr

TOOL
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TOOL
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right

Length

6.8.2. Upper beam tool position

From the tool position level, the soft key function takes you to the input win-

dow for the upper beam tool setup. After opening the input window, the cursor is always in the
first input line and the first column, 'TYPE".
The bending station for this line is shown in green in the graphical display. All other bending
stations appear in dark blue.

Cursor

gap dimension between tools
piece count

oollength
2x7.677 inch (195 mm) = 15.354 inch (390 mm) toollength

You can enter up to 5 different tool lengths for the upper beam. All gap and length dimensions
are measured separately for each bending station. The tools used can also belong to different
toolsets (see 9. Tool management).

Example: RAS 74.30

Type

J9t 17 -717

8.071
205

450 24.803

t9 13.78
630

90

point

J50 13.622

346
1 25.984
3200

Gap

TOOL

W
TOOL

\
vn

FF tool
tool

tool

BF

FF tool with corner piece

Bending station

FF = front free
BF = back free
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Explanation of the columns and soft keys

Use the cursor key to move the cursor to the first input line

ln the ',TYPE" column, enter the number of the required tool set. lf you can't remember the tools

from the various tool sets off-hand, you can look at them in the level (see 9. Toolman-

agement).
ln the "GAP'' column, enter the gap dimension, measured from the outer edge of the upper

beam.
Enter the required tool length in the "LENGTH" column. Exit the input column with the cursor

keys, or choose

position.

You will immediately see a graphical display of the tool length and

The controller also calculates:

. the required numbers of the individual tools

. the length of the tools

. the gaps between the tools, if necessary.

Gap between the tools

9.75
Number

>ilril
Tool length

You can adjust a displayed gap dimension using a feeler gauge or with prepared strips of sheet
metal.

This soft key function sets the datum for sefting up the tools on the left side of the

upper beam. All gaps and length are measured from left to right.

This soft key function sets the datum for setting up the tools on the right side of the

upper beam. All gaps and lengths are measured from right to left.

Note: The active soft key is always the one shown in reverse video (white background).

After entering all tools, you can set the datum to the other side. The controller then

automatically displays the other tool setup.

\

TOOL

ffi
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These two soft key functions increment or decrement an entered gap or
length dimension by 0.197 inch (5 mm) each time the key is pressed.

Example: You have entered the desired tool length, but there are at
least two backstop flaps to which you cannot align the
workpiece. Move the cursor to the "gap" dimension in this
line and move the tool block with this soft key function.

The "XYZ" column is where you assign a variable to the bending station. This is only necessary
if you enter and use the bending program as a variable program. ln this case, the controller

accounts for the entered variable of the level(see 10. Variable programs) and calcu-

lates the required length for the bending station.

Use these soft keys to enter the variables which influence the tool length of the station. ln
preparationl

These two soft keys are used to activate or clear the corner piece entry

Example:

25.197 (640)

15.748 (

ln the two columns "CORNER l" and "GORNER r" you tellthe controllerwhetheryou need corner
pieces for the bending station.
lf the part you are bending has sides facing inwards, you will need corner pieces (see figure
above).

Note: As soon as you enter a corner piece, the controller automatically calculates the
new tool setup from the available pieces and displays it graphically.

r()
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please refer to section 6.8.5 lnfo column messages for an explanation of the "MESSAGES"

column.
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6.8.3. Bending beam tool position

From the tool position level, use the soft key function to go to the input win-

dow for the bending beam tool setup.
After opening the input window, the cursor is always in the first input line and the first column,
"TYPE''.
The bending beam tools for this line are shown in green in the graphical display. All other bending
stations appear in pink.

Example: Setup for a split bending beam tool length

Cursor position

Upper beam tool

Required
number

Tool 2x7.677 inch (1195 mm) = 15.354 inch (390 mm) tool length

Example for a program line:

0.03e (1.0)
(plate thickness)

+ + height increase of bending beam tools

TOOL

ffits[+

TOOL

N
v,

Ben beam

*
FRKTOR

FRKTOR

Ji.rr
5t.1BZ
5A.35{

,"t _..., ,a ./Il " 'i-\ l:f.
1.425 8.A47

1
2
3
t

t\
s.439

,ilP ;rr
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You can enter up to 5 different tool lengths for the bending beam. All gap and length dimensions
are measured separately for each bending station. The tools used can also belong to different
tool sets (see 9. Tool management).

Example: RAS 74.30

125.984

3?00

90.1 57 13.78

3502290
13.354

I7A

390
Gap

Length

The various columns and soft key functions are explained in section 6.8.2 Upper beam tool
position.
The input sequence and soft key functions for the bending beam tools are the same as for the

upper beam tools.

You can enter comer pieces for the bending beam tools as you can for the upper beam tools.

These corner pieces are displayed graphically by the controller.

Input line for a continuous bending rail:

The controller displays the whole bending rail graphically.

Please refer to section 6.8.5 lnfo column messages for an explanation of the "MESSAGES"

column.

RAS

Split bending beam tools
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6.8.4. Lower beam tool position

From the tool position level, use the soft key function to go to the input win-

dow for the lower beam tool setup.
After opening the input window, the cursor is always in the first input line and the first column,
"ryPE".
The lower beam tool of the first input line appears in green on the display. lf the lower beam tools
are split, allotherlengths are shown in yellow.

Example: setup for a continuous lower beam rail:

Upper
Lower beam tool

Tool

The various columns and soft key functions are explained in section 6.8.2 Upper beam tool
position.
The input sequence and soft key functions forthe lower beam tools are the same as forthe upper
beam tools. There are no corner pieces for the lower beam tools, so these input columns have
no function.

Special case

For special applications a split lower beam rail may be necessary, for example with Z-bends on
the bending sides.

lnput example:

V

TOOL

W
TOOL

N
7E
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In our example we have a lower beam rail that is split in three:

125.984

3200

25.197
640

71.654 1.969
1820 50

25.197
640

Note: The lower beam tool can also consist of block and adaptor tools.

please refer to section 6,8,5 lnfo column messages for an explanation of the "MESSAGES"

column.

969
50
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the tool management level to check the number of block

and adaptor pieces in the selected tool set.

No tools have been defined in the selected iool set. Make sure you
have entered the correct tool set number.

6.8.5. lnfo column messages

The "MESSAGES" column provides important information while you are entering the individual
tool lengths for the upper, bending and lower beams.
When you enter values with which the controller is not able to perform calculations, a message
is displayed in the column.

Explanation of the messages:

Gap too big When calculating an entered tool length, the controller accounts for a
maximum gap width (0.394 inch (10 mm)). lf the calculation produces
a bigger gap than this, the "Gap too big" message is displayed.

Reasons:

There are not enough pieces left for the desired tool setup. Go toa

a

i

No left corner

No right corner

Beam exceeded

You have entered a tool set number in the "TYPE" column. You want
to use corner pieces to set up the tool length in the same input line.
The message "No left corner" appears.

Reason:

No left corner piece is defined in the selected tool set in the tool

manager

You have entered a tool set number in the "WPE" column. You want
to use corner pieces to set up the tool length in the same input line.
The message "No right corne/' appears.

Reason:

No right corner piece is defined in the selected tool set in the tool

manager

When you entered the last gap or length dimension, you exceeded the
length of the upper, bending or lower beam. Check the last entry and
correct the dimension.

TOlll

ffi
F{4

TOOL

ffi

TllOL

ffi
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Notes

RAS
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6.9. Parameten data

FfiRR
IIRTR

Examples of parameters are:

. sPeeds,

. limit values and

. conversion factors.

Each bending program has its own parameters, which are stored with the bending program when
you save the program to diskette.

Parameter values can be entered in the following levels:

PROG

EIIIT
program input and technical specifi cations.

PRRR

OCTR
Select parameter input with the soft key function

NEXT
1lENU

The controller first shows the input window for the upper beam. Use the soft key func-

tion to advance to the other input levels.

To enter a parameter value, use the cursor keys to move the cursor to the de-

sired line, then enter the values using the 10-key pad.

You can correct mistakes with the key. The controller automatically enters a default

value, which can change by simply overtyping it.

o

CL
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lf you accidentally enter a value that is too high or too low, a message window will appear

Minimum value m value

You cannot move the cursor or exit the parameter level until you have corrected the value.

.-

Exit the level with the soft key function or theM key

A out of ranlte !

I . SUC| 155[t.6gA

lb
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6.9.1. Upper beam parameters

SPEED: Set the upper beam closing speed in %.
99Vo = 1.772inchlsec (45 mm/sec).

SPEED red. Reduced upper beam closing speed in %.
The reduced speed is only active in program lines in which you have

activated the auxiliary function

Function:

The upper beam comes down at normal speed (see SPEED). When the
"SPEED WAY red." parameter is encountered, the controller automatically
switches to the reduced speed.

Example of application:

When working from markings, or to improve alignment during clamping.

WAY SPEED red. Define the opening distance at which the controller is to switch to the reduced
upper beam closing speed.
This dimension is measured from the lower beam contact surface.

The parameter only takes effect in combination with the "SPEED red."
parameter, i.e. it is only effective in the program line in which you activated

I

:

I

the auxiliary function

Advantage:

It saves time because you need not do the whole upper beam movement at
reduced speed.

This parameter defines the upper beam opening after a bending step. lf you

1""+rFl

I'li/]

min. STROKE

rEdid not enter a value in the column, the "STROKE min." pa-

rameter automatically takes effect.
The lowest input value is stored in the Save parameters, and depends on
the backstop flaps.

Advantage:

You do not need to enter an opening height for every program line.
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6.9.2. Bending beam Parameters

SPEED:

SPEED red.

max. ANGLE

Set the bending beam speed in %.

The parameter only takes effect when the bending beam swings
upwards.
99o/o= 2.756 inch/sec (70 mm/sec).

Advantage:

The speed at which the bending beam is lowered is not reduced
(2.756 inch/sec (70 mm/sec).).

Reduced bending speed in %.

The reduced speed is only active in program lines in which you

have activated the auxiliary function

Advantage:

. lt prevents long bending sides from "overshooting" if they

are hanging unsupported beyond the bending beam tools.

. lt saves time. You can use the "Reduced bending beam

speed" auxiliary function in specific parts of the program. ln
the rest of the program the bending beam will move at the

normalspeed defined by the'SPEED" parameter.

The maximum bending angle of the bending beam. This angle is
determined by the currently installed upper beam tool-

Y

i'i":;li 'ill ilil.l:

SPEED 't
SPEED reil. t
ntx. AI,IGLI Deg
Ct]fi.ALt ffl{Gln ileg

E
3B

135.U

N1
V,ilt
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Note On the left-hand rotary piston cylinder is a mechanical
safety device for setting the maximum bending angle.
When you change the upper beam tools, check this
safety facility too!

This parameter is a correction value for the bending angle and
corresponds to the spring-back angle of the material.
The conection factor is automatically accounted for in all bends
performed by the program.

lnput example: SHEET SPRING deg.2
Allbending angles in the program are 2'larger.

SHEET SPRING deg. -1.5
All bending angles in the program are 1.5"
smaller.

Note: First enter the number 1.5, then add the minus sign with

the key

The entered value is automatically shown in the "ANGLE CORR."
window (see 7.1 Angle corrections). Conversely, values in the
"ALL" input line are copied directly to the "SHEET SPRING deg"
bending beam parameter.

PNOG

EIIIT

PRRR

IRTf,
{

EIRR

z
z

p
3B

135..S
z.B

:rl;: :;:j )?i:

SfEID red,
SP'EO

fir. at{Glg Deg
C0B,dIl dnGLE D€g

all ; 3-R

-SFl -;: ?.8 -

."::tft.';i;r_ ";;;;trr;; 
'., 

l
lBer,'r::::1 ::'" :::r:i::::::::
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6.9.3. Backstopparameters

min. DIMEN The backstop can run a maximum distance forward, depending
on the installed lower beam tool.

The "min. DIMENSION" is determined by the backstop pockets in
the lower beam tool and must be 0.039 inch (1 mm) larger than
the recess.

Backstop finger

edge

The controller checks your "min. DIMENSION" input using the
Save parameter values.

min. dimension

max. dimension

0.394 inch (10.0 mm)

1.965 inch (49.9 mm)

(min)

(max)

SPEED

DIMENSION COR.

Set the backstop positioning speed in %.
99% = 7.874 inchisec (200 mm/sec).

Depending on the upper beam tools used, positions may shift as
a result of different degrees of wear on the upper beam tools.
These dimensional differences can be compensated with the ADJ.
POS. parameter (see 7.4 Line-related backstop corrections).

Note: A general backstop correction is performed in the Save
parameters with the calibration dimension of the back-
stop.

POS by FB-CLOSE This parameter has no function

RAS

min. IllllDll in
SPEED 7.

DIllEl'lSInH C0B. in
P0S bg I'B-CIESE

IEEE
99
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6.9.4. Basic variables

This parameter window is only required when you are creating a variable program.

You assign the declared variables to the basic dimensions level, using the dimensions

of the variables at the time the program was written.

These basic values enable the controller to convert the modified backstop positions of a variable
program back to the original backstop positions of the time before the variable program was
created.

Please refer to section 10. Variable programs for a discussion of how to create variable programs

;.. ]':
Uari.
Uari.
Uari.
Uari.

xll+e
xXx
*Y+r
*Z*

I
13.8?1,
33.158
4.193
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6.10. lnput hints

We have put together a few hints and tips for you on how to speed up inputs.

TasUproblem Hint (How?) Refer to
. Enter values quickly Use the "Copy value" function so that you only have

to enter a value once.
5.2.5

. Enter program lines
quickly

Copy or move program lines using the editor auxiliary
functions.

5.2

. Enter side lengths directly
and have them converted
to the backstop posiiion

Use the "Dimension inc," math function

find the effective backstop position.

to
6.22.1

. Determine the BB and LB
adjustments Use the "S x factor'' and "Math"

functions to find the optimum adjustment values

=t'x
FRKIOR

NE
7f+

o.z-z
6.2.3

r Correct angles without
changing the setpoint
value

PRRR

IIfiTR
Change the "SHEET SPRING deg." in the

bending beam window.
-+ all angles change!

. SINGLE ANGLE CORRECTION for cer-

tain program lines.
-+ individual angles change!

. ANGLE CORRECTION for all bending

angles.
-+ all angles change!

{
gORR

{
ESRR

6.8.3

7.1

7.1

. Optimise backstop
positions after measuring
the parts

The "Line-related backstop correction" function
supports you in making dimension corrections.

7.4

Enter info texts and text
modules

15 definable text modules facilitate input. 5.4

. Values deleted by
mistake!

d

Use the key to restore the value

immediately

UNDO

5.1.5

. Avoid writing similar
programs from scratch

Bending programs created as variable programs
adapt automatically.

10.
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6.11. Example of inPut

The following sample program illustrates how you can easily write a bending program

Gomplete these steps in the followinq order:

1) Prepare the drawing.

. Mark the bending sides and bending sequence.

2) Enter the bending program with info lines.

3) Enter the information text and text modules for the individual program lines

4) Enter the prog.ram information.

1) Preparing the drawing:
(20)

(1

45.63

0.984 (25)

1 100)

All dimensions are outside dimensions!

(1 5)
(30)

0.787 Qo)

't.1

(30) a

787 (20)

NAME: Cover
NUMBER:195-008

I
lt

|Q9

I

I

@r
I I t=o.o7e (2)

@

@
u.41(874)
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2) Entering the bending program:

LINE H
90,0

90,0

f,TE H n

F

1

2

J

4

5

o

7

I

9

10

11

12

34.409
(874,00)

33.701
(856,00)

32.677
(830,00)

32.765
(832,00)

32.244
(81e,00)

33.465
(850,00)

31.417
(7e8,00)

45.630
(115e,00)

44.921
(1141,00)

45.000
(1143,00)

44.291
(1125,00)

43.228
(1098,00)

1.969
(50,00)

1.575
(40,00)

1.575
(40,00)

1.969
(50,00)

1.575
(40,00)

2.362
(60,00)

0.094
(2,40)

0.094
(2,40)

G

130,0

90,0

90,0

120,0

60,0

0.157
(4,00)

Angle corr
Ail Single

DF

CH

DF

3)Entering the info text:

LINE lnfo text

1

2

J

4

5

b

7

8

I
10

11

12

DEVELOPED WIDTH

LONG S|DE 1 LEG (1)

LONG S|DE 1 LEG (2)

REST DEV. AFTER TURN

PRE-FOLD BEAD (3)

closE BEAD (3)

LONG SIDE 2 LEG (4)

DEVELOPED LENGTH

FACE END 1 LEG (5)

REST DEV. AFTER TURN

FACE END 2 LEG (6)

FACE END 2 LEG (7)

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2 0

1.2 0.5

0

0

0

rr- 
tti

_fit
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4)Entering program information

PROGRAMM-EINGAtsE

I i s i L: 8,0?9 * 34.{09' {5.638
SInD|€IH : 58 ksl
nAttSIAL:
Iim :

fiahE I
@r{tEHr ,
lCS. ,
FtilsiluD:
SIAIIS i

5S
91t U:i (U!rnr'dd)
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Program corrections7

The bending results of your finished parts depends on many influencing factors.

Different materials have different spring-back properties, as do identical materials from
different batches or delivery lots.

. Different bending radii change the side lengths. When you enter the backstop positions
you have already accounted for these deductions.

This means: Although you have uiilised allarithmetic calculation options during the creation of
the bending program, you may still have to make some corrections to the bending
angles and backstop positions to achieve optimal results.

You have gained iinportant experience by learning to deal with all of these influencing factors.

We want you to make the best possible use of this experience while you work with the machine.
The Multibend controller therefore has a number of functions to help you make corrections to the
bending angles and backstop positions.

a

I
I

i

l

i

l

i

I

i
/

i

{
I

I

I

I

I
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When you entered the program you always specified the bending setpoint in the

umn, without accounting for the spring-back properties of the material.

Example:

Setpoint input

90.0' not 91.5'

45.0" not 46.8'

col-

These inputs mean your bending program always matches the drawing exactly and is easy to
read and understand.

The spring of the material is practically independent of the bending angle, and is described as
the "spring constant". The controller provides two ways of compensating for this spring-back:

1) Correct all bending angles in the program.

2) Make additional precision corrections to individual bending angles for short or long bending
edges (see 7.2 Line-related angle corrections).

Correcting all the bending angles in the program:

Exercise:

You have folded a plate at 90' on all four sides. When you measure the angles you find that all
angles are only 88.5'.

Proceed as follows:

Stop program execution by pressing the key and use the cursor keys to move the

cursor into the bending angle input column

Use the soft key function to open the input window for bending angle correction.

7.1. Angle corrections

sTop

{
CORR
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V

Use the cursor keys to move the cursor to the 'ALL" line.

On the 10-key pad, enter the conection value for the angle. ln our example, 1.5'

You can clear existing values with the key

Check the value in the "SINGLE" line. Always correct all bending angles before you change
specific individualangles (see 7.2 Line-related angle conections).

Exit the levelwith the soft key function or the key

The controller now uses the specified spring constant for all bending angles in the program.

Above the soft key bar you can see the total bending angle for the current program line.

Bending angle + spring constant

M

When you move the cursor up and down in the input column , you will see that the

controller has added the correction factor to all of the bending angles.

When the program is saved to diskette (see 11.1.3 Saving and loading programs), the"ALL"
angle correction is automatically saved with the program.

E

t +

CL

lb

PfiRR

IIfiTR
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7,2. Line-related angle corrections

{
EIIFR

Setpoint bending angle:

General angle correction:

Effective bending angle:

Actual angle of side 2:

I I \rV r Cll l l \r\rl t E;t LlLrl l.t

a

ln most applications it will suffice to just correct all bending angles (spring constant) to achieve
ideal bending results.

Line-related angle corrections are only needed for:

r small or large bending angles within the program.

workpieces with big differences in the lengths of the ends and sides. Short edges require
less bending angle.

You can enter a separate correction value for each bending angle in the program. When the
program line is executed, the controller adds the "SINGLE" angle correction to the "ALL"
correction angle to produce the final angle.

Exercise

After you have entered the general angle correction (spring constant), you discover that the 2nd
side is bent at too great an angle.

90'

1.5'

91.5"

90.4'

Required single correction 0.4"

Proceed as follows:

We are in the program input level and have interrupted program execution with the

key.

Use the cursor keys to move the cursor onto the angle you want to correct.

Use the soft key function to open the input window

STOP

{
CORR
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When the input window opens, the cursor will be in the first line "SINGLE". Use the 1O-key pad

to enter the single correction factor (-0.4) for the bending angle.

You can delete false values with the key

To reduce the total bending angle (91.5'), you must specify the single correction

as a negative value. To do this, first enter the absolute value, then press the

CL

When you move the cursor up and down in the H 
column you willsee that the single

correction applies only to one line of the program.

You can specify a correction value for each individual line of the bending program'

Note:

key

ln the "TOTAL" line you can see the calculated total correction (-0.4 + 1.5 = 1.1').

Exit the levelwith the soft key function or the tr key

nIf,.

Slgl ; Ll

: -€.4
: 1.5

I

*iii
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7.3. Program-related backstop corrections

FfiRR
IIRTR

A general corection to the backstop position in the bending program is only necessary if the
bending line no longer aligns correctly to the front edge of the upper beam tool. This difference
can be caused by tool wear.

Note: lf the backstop position is wrong for all of your upper beam tools, you must correct
the backstop calibration dimension in the Save parameter data.

Exercise:

Due to material wear on the upper beam tool, the backstop position needs to be conected byO.008
inch (0.2 mm).

Proceed as follows:

We are in the program input level.

Choose the FiRR
BRTR

soft key function to go to parameter input.

ilEXT
I,IENU

Use the soft key to advance to the "BACKSTOP" input window.

Use the
cursor keys to move the cursor to the 'DlM. CORR." input line and

enter the correction value (e.9. 0.008 (0.2)).

Exit the input window with the soft key or the key

The backstop positions in the individual program lines have not changed. ln the current program
line you can see the modified backstop position:

Backstop position + backstop conection
When you move the cursor up and down in the program line you will see that the backstop
correction has been applied to all backstop positions.

I
'i

I
I

I

i

SPIEI' Z
DlnE(llol Con. in

t +

.!ii lb
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7 .4. Line-related backstop corrections

Different spring-back properties of different materials affect not only the bending angle, but also
the bending radii and thus the side lengths.
For this reason the measured side lengths may deviate from the specified values.

When you conect the backstop position for the side length you will find that the error in the
backstop position moves on to the next side.
lf the dimensions of the sides vary positively and negatively, correcting them can get very
troublesome.

For this reason the Multibend 9000 controller provides a powerful correction function

Exercise:

After bending a part you have the following results

1.165 (-0.016)
(2e.6 (- 0,4))

lnside dimensions
0.748t1.102t1.890
(1et28t48)

(+0.012) 0.795 (+a.ag6;
(20.2 (+ 9,211+ 0,3) 50.3)

Correction value

Measured dimension

The bending program had the following backstop positions in our example:

V

l

{

LINE

12.598
(320,00)

11.850
(301,00)

10.748
(273,00)

8.858
(225,00)

K Text information

INFO LINE PLATEWDTH

SIDE 1 LEG 1

SIDE 2 LEG 1

SIDE 3 LEG 1

1

2

3

4

90,0

90,0

\
VN

-ft-L
I:}]RR
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The backstop dimension was found using the function (see 6.2.1 Converting side

lengths to the backstop position).

Problems involved:

For the first side (1) to become 0.008 inch (0.2 mm) shorter, the backsiop setting must be

increased from 11.85 to 1 1.858 (301.00 to 301.20).
When you calculate the correction value for the second side (2), you must account for the

correction value of the first side (1)'

1.e., the correction value is -0.016 + 0.008 = -0.008 C0.4 + 0-2='0.2).
You would have to do the same calculation for all other correction values.

The function of the Multibend controller does this calculation work for you.

Requirements:

. First provide the backstop correction (0.008) ((0.2)) for the first side (1).

. All other backstop positions in this bending sequence (2) (3) must be corrected using the

correction value of the first side.

r The backstop position of the second side (2) then has to be corrected (-0.016) (CO 4)).

. All other backstop position in this bending sequence must be corrected using the correc

tion value of the second side.

ln our example, the backstop positions change as follows:

Correction sequence Correction
amount

Backstop positions of the sides

o @ @

11.85
(301,00)

10.748
(273,00)

8.858
(225,00)

1st correction for side O +0.008
(+0,2)

11.858
(301,20)

10.756
(273,20)

8.866
(225,20)

2nd correction for side @ -0.016

c0,4)
10.740
(272,80)

8.850
(224,80)

3rd correction for side @ +0.012
(+0,3)

8.862
(225,10)

Result 11.858
(301,20)

10.740
(272,80)

8.862
(225,10)

-Entered 

back-
stop positions

N

4

It

{r
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V
Proceed as follows:

We are in the program input level.

Move the cursor to the column of the first line you want to correct. ln our

example this is line 2.

Choose the soft key function to open the results window:

Enter the first conection value (0.008) ((0.2)) on the 10-key pad.

You can delete mistakes with the key

Press the soft key. ln the cursor field you will see the new backstop position.

As we saw in the Requirements section above, allsubsequent backstop positions in this bending
sequence must be changed by the correction amount applied to the first side.

-it-* N
:ORR

vtMove the cursor to each subsequent backstop position in turn and choose the soft

key function to correct the backstop positions

Exit the window with the soft key function.

To correct the second backstop position you must enter the correction value of the second
side (2).

Move the cursor to the backstop field of the second side (in our example line 3) and open the

input window by pressing the sofi key

Enter the next correction value (-0.016) (-0.4)).

Correct the backstop position of the second side by pressing the soft key

Now correct all subsequent backstop positions in this bending sequence using the correction
value of the second side.

Use the steps described above to correct the last backstop correction (0.012) ((0.3)) and then
the last backstop position (in our example line 3).

N

CL

N

tlo
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You have now corected all of the backstop positions in this bending sequence without additional
calculations or complicated procedures.

Note: lf you have workpieces with several sides to bend, you must complete the
corection procedure for the backstop sequence of each individual side.

Once all backstop positions have been corrected as described above, our sample program

contains the following values:

E

.e- -h

LINE

90,0

90,0

90,0

2

12.598
(320,00)

1 1.858
(301,20)

10.740
(273,80)

8.862
(225,10)

3

4
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8. Running programs

Running programs

PROS

EBITTo run a bending program, use the soft key to go from the main menu to the program-

ming and execution level.

lf you are workirig with variable programs, please also read section 10.8 Running variable
programs.

8.1. lmportant information before running the program

Before you run the program, check the following settings:

BB.A Has the bending beam adjustment been correctly programmed
and set?

Bending beam adjustment depends on plate thickness
and radius (see 6.2.2 and 6.2.3).

Has the bending beam been lowered? Check the scale
values! (see 4.2 Calibration).

LB.A Has the lower beam adjustment been correctly programmed
and set?

Lower beam adjustment depends on plate thickness
and radius (see 6.2.2 and 6.2.3).

Has the lower beam been lowered? Check the scale
values! (see 4.2 Calibration).

a

a

a

J

I

!
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TOOL

i\
v

Are you familiar with the "Lower backstop flaps" function? This
function prevents the plate from being unexpectedly pushed
towards the operator when the backstop is adjusted.
Has the auxiliary function been programmed correctly?
See also 6.6.5 Lower backstop flaps.

Have you checked the parameter data of the bending program
and are they correct for your workpiece?
See 6.9 Parameter data.

ls the bending beam in its home position?
lf not, please read the notes in sections 4.1 and 4.2.

Have you done a tool change?

Make sure the tools are correctly positioned.
Are all fixing screws tight on the bending tools?

ls the electromechanical safety facility on the built-in upper
beam tool correctly set?
See 8.2 Setting the max. bending angle safety facility.

lf two people are required for a work procedure, you must
create the right conditions, i.e. it is imperative to have a
two-man system of operation.
Machines without a two-man system of operation must be
operated by one percon only.
See section 7 of your "Mechanical" manual.

Never start a bending program unless all key lights on the
operating panel of the controller are out.

Only the and E keys should be lit.

ln general, do not do anything that could impair the safety of the machine

I

:

I

l'
I

I

I

!

^n

I STOP
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For your own safe$'s sake, familiarise yourself with all applicable safeg and accident prevention
regulations. Please read the important information in section 2. Safety rules and section2 of your
"Mechanical" manual.

t

;

l
I
j

;

i

I

I
i
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8.2. Setting the max. bending angle safety facility

Each time you change the upper beam tool, you must adjust the mechanical safety
facility to the maximum bending angle of the tools.
A wrongly set safety facility can cause considerable damage to the machine and
tools.

Folding machines equipped with the Multibend 9000 controller have two limiting facilities:

1. Limiting by parameters (see 6.9)
(electronic safety function)

2. Limiting by mechanically operated switch
(electromechanical safety function)

The maximum bending angle is the distance the bending beam can move without the bending
tools of the upper beam and bending beam colliding with each other.

Max. bending angle

Toolangle

Bending anglemax = 180o - tool angle

V

I
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Example for adjustment

Upper beam tool shaPe Max. bending angle

30" tool (split) 148"

45" tool 1 35'

20'tool 160'

Radius tool 180'

Observe bending radiil

Parameter limitation

ln the input window for the bending beam parameters (see 6.9.2 Bending beam parameters) you

must enier the maximum bending angle of the built-in upper beam tools.

Switch limitation

On the left side of the machine, on the side column, is a hand-sized milled nut which is used to

secure the scale disk.
lf you loosen this nut by turning it anti-clockwise, the scale disk is released and you can set the

maximum bending angle of the current tools.
The scale on thelisk-goes from 0-180'. A switching cam on the scale disk acts directly on a

multi-position switch which intenupts the upward movement of the bending beam when the

maximum bending angle is exceeded. A signal is also sent to a CNC controller input, and the

electronics start the return movement of the bending beam.

Multibend 9000 8.6 July 7th, 1994
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Switching cam

Scale disk with
scale

Reference mark

Please rememberthatwhen the upper beam toolis changed, the upperbeam must
be re-calibrated if the height of the new tool is different (see 4.2 Calibration).
Example: changing from pointed tools to retaining clamp tools.2

Y

Milled nut

I
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8.3. User guidance

The Multibend controller frequently displays instructions and user information in the green bar at
the top of the screen.
You can see which start command the CNC controller is waiting for. lt also describes all machine

ryrovements that are started.
This gives the user important guidance while working with the machine and running programs.

The following table explains the user guidance messages.

lnstructions Meaning

PROGRAM INPUT The machine has not yet been started with
"Start" or "Auto". The "Stop" lamp is still on.

VARIABLE PROGRAM Your program is defined as a variable program.

BACKSTOP RUNNING The backstop is moving into position and has
not yet reached it.

BENDING BEAM ADJUSTMENT RUNNING The stroke axis of the bending beam is moving
to its next position.

LOWER BEAM ADJUSTMENT RUNNING The lower beam is moving into its next position.

UPPER BEAM? The machine has completed all axis
adjustments and is waiting for the foot switch
command to close or open the upper beam.

UPPER BEAM T Upper beam is moving up

UPPER BEAM J Upper beam is moving down

UPPER BEAM CLAMPED / BT? The upper beam has clamped and the machine
is waiting for the foot switch command to start
the bending beam.

UPPER BEAM TILT The two upper beam displacement measuring
systems have detected an excessive
difference, i.e. the upper beam is tilted.
Open the upper beam again and, if necessary,

program a target position for the 
t

movement.

BENDING BEAM? The bending beam movement has been
interrupted with the "Halt" foot switch. The
controller is waiting for the next command (see
section 8.8).

BENDING BEAM T Bending beam is moving up.

BENDING BEAM.l, Bending beam is moving down
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8.4. Bending and lower beam adjustment

To achieve good bending results, the bending beam and lower beam must be set relative to each
other in such a way that the pivot point of the bending beam is in the centre of the radius of the
side.

Bending beam Pivot point
adjustment of bending beam = radius centre

Upper beam

Lower beam
adjustment

Bending beam

Lower beam

Application in the program:

You have determined the adjustment distances of the bending beam and lower beam with the
functions:

S factor (see 6.2.2 Calculating the bending and lower beam adjustment)

or

s
Ri

Math (see 6.2.3 Radius-related calculation of the bending and lower beam adjustment).

When the program runs, the bending beam and lower beam are automatically positioned to the
entered value.
ln program lines without bending beam and lower beam adjustment entries, the two beams remain
in their old positions.

Notes: lf you want to run individual program lines, you should always specify bending
beam and lower beam adjustments.

The controller uses the entered bending beam and lower beam adjustment values to determine
whether the bending beam and lower beam can collide.
lf it decides there is a potential collision, you will not be able to run the bending program!

N?,,
ZF

---*s
t

)x

FRKTOR
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Check and correct the values for bending beam and lower beam adjustment.

r beam tool

Collision
Bending beam tool

However, this collision check is only done for the standard bending tools. lf you are using higher

tools (e.g. split bending tools), you must determine the correct adjustment values using the

mathematic calculation aids (see sections 6.2.2 and 6.2.3).

Lower beam

Bending beam

Multibend 9000 8.12 July 7th, 1994
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8.5. Running a single program line

The key runs a single program line of the bending program. A bending program can

consist of just a single line

Proceed as follotrvs:

Move thecursortothe program lineyouwantto run. Thecursorposition within the line is irrelevant.

To run the program line, switch the machine power on using the key-operated switch on the
operating panel.

lamp off

Key-operated switch

lf the white indicator lamp is lit, the power is on.

Emergency off

Run the program line by pressing the key. The key remains lit. The executed program

line appears on the screen with a white background.

Note: lf the program line will not run:

. it is an empty line.

. or the line contains an illogical (false) input.

START

July 7th, 1994 8.13 Multibend 9000
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\f
The following procedures are now performed in succession:

The bending beam automatically moves down if the "Bending beam down"
limit switch has not yet been actuated.

e\.
The backstop moves to the specifled position.
lf you have not specified a backstop position, the backstop automatically
moves to its maximum position and the flaps are lowered.
lf the backstop is near the upper beam tools, the upper beam will automat-
ically open to the height of the backstop flaps if this is necessary (see 8.7
Backstop logic).

1

2. /
N

/
1l\1

It

The bending beam and lower beam are adjusted to the values set in your
program.
The controller checks for potential collisions between the two beams, and
decides which order to make the adjustments in (exception: higher bending
tools; see 6.2.2 and 6.2.3).

After displaying the user message:

"UPPER BEAM?''

you can clamp the plate with the "Close upper beam" foot switch

The closing movement is completed in step mode, i.e. you must keep your
foot on the foot switch until the beam has closed fully.
The closing procedure is complete when the user message:

,'UPPER BEAM CLAMPED IBB?"

appears. lf you press the left foot switch all the way down, the upper beam
opens.

Note: Other instructions, or error messages such as

"UPPER BEAM TILT"

indicate that a false input has been made (see 6.3 Notes on
upper beam input).

4

l
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With the right foot switch, "Move bending beam", you start the bending
beam. Just press the right foot switch briefly to do this.

The bending beam moves to the set angle position. lt then moves back to
the lower position.

Note: lf long sides are moving up with the bending beam, it is

advisable to select the "Reduced bending beam

speed" auxiliary function in the relevant program line (see
section 6.6.2).

As soon as the "Bending beam down" limit switch is reached, the upper
beam opens automatically to the set value.
lf you have not entered a dimension for the opening distance in the program
line, the upper beam opens to the value of the "STROKE min." parameter
(seb 6.9.1 Upper beam parameters).

mode. You can repeat the program line any number of times

o ^/tN
The bending process defined by the program line has been completed. The controller remains

tn

lf you run the individual program line with the

tion.

'@

the program line and run it using the AUTO

function, the piece counter has no func-

function (see 8.6)

@

lf you want to use the piece counter when running a single program line, you must use the

soft key function to insert an empty line after the program line. Then move the cursor to

The key stops execution of the program line and returns you to program input mode.

The O . key ("Power off') has the same function, but also switches off the hydraulic motor

Na
v"izto

STOP
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8.6. Running a multiple-line program

A multiple-line program can consist of anything between 1 and 39 program lines. The important
thing is to include an empty line after the last program line, as the controller interprets this empty
line as the end of the program.
The controller executes all program lines consecutively. When it encounters an empty line, the
cursor automatically returns to the "starting line" of the program.

Proceed as follows:

Move the cursor to the first line (starting line) of the multiple-line program. The cursor position
within the line is irrelevant.
lf you want to use the piece counter to determine the number of finished parts, you must program
it (see 6.7 Piece counter).

To run the program, switch the machine power on with the key-operated switch on the operating
panel

lamp off

Key-operated switch off

lf the white indicator lamp is lit, the power is on.

Run the program line by pressing the key

The and keys remain lit. The first program line appears on the screen with

a white background. The controller saves the line number of the starting line.

Note: lf the program line will not run:

r it is an empty line.

. or the line contains an illogical (false) input.

AUTO

I

AUTO

AUTO
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The controller performs the individual programmed functions in the program line as described in

section 8.5.
After completing the first program line, the cursor automatically moves to the next line, which in

turn is executed.

Note: The currently active program line appears with a white background.

lf the cursor encounters an empty line, the controller automatically returns to the starting line of
the program. The piece counter adds (or subtracts) the number of finished parts'

When the piece count reaches zero, the controller automatically goes to

When the controller executes program lines it automatically ignores "lnfo lines" (see 6.5.2
Automatically displayed information).

You can abort the bending program in any program line using the

The

motor,

STOP key

O key, "Power off', has the same function but also switches off the hydraulic

STOP
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8.7. Backstop logic

The CNC controller has a number of automatic backstop logic functions:

r Control of the backstop flap rows.

o Detection of collisions between the backstops and the upper beam tool.

r lnactive backstop position when working from markings.

Gontrol of the backstop flap rows

ln the basic version, the backstop of the RAS folding machine with Multibend controller has 3
rows of flaps ( up to I rows of flaps are optionally avaitabte;.

0. -21.654 21 - 41.339 41.33 -61.024
(10 - 550) (550 - 1050) (1050 - 1s50)

Althougtt the recirculating ballspindle of the backstop has an adjustment range of only 21.654
inch (550 mm), backstop positions of 0.394 -61.024 inch (10-1550 mm) can-be set by adding
the appropriate rows of flaps.
(optionally up to 80.709, 100.394, 120.0T9, 1s9.449 (20s0, 25s0, 3050, 40s0) with 4, s, 6, 8
rows of flaps).

@/'@r*ar-

I

Advantages:

r Short backstop adjustment times. Large positioning dimensions are set using a short posi-
tioning distance and controlling the rows of flaps.
The resulting maximum adjustment time is 3 seconds for 0.394 - 159.449 inch (10 - 40SO
mm).

. Little space required. The length of the travelling unit and drive is integrated into the travel-
ling distance. For a backstop with 61.024 inch (1550 mm) backstop depth, the space requi-
red is also only 61.024 inch (1550 mm).

The controller uses the specified backstop position to calculate the optimalflap row and calculates
the associated differential travel distance of the backstop.
You need only enter the desired backstop position.

0.394 - 21.654

(10 - 550)
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Collision detection

Depending on the machine type, the active backstop flap row projects beyond the backstop table
by up to 0.472inch (12 mm).
lf you did not specify an opening height when you entered the program rE the

upper beam will open 0.276 inch (7 mm) (for example).
lf the backstop were to move to a backstop position inside the collision zone, it would collide with
the upper beam.

Collision zone

Collision

72

0.276
(7)

(12)

Before positioning the backstop, the CNC controller checks if the backstop position is inside the
collision zone.
lf it is, the upper beam is automatically opened far enough for the backstop to be positioned.
The size (6.89 inch) ((175 mm)) of the collision zone is specified in the Save parameters under
,'BACKSTOP".

Note: You speciff the minimum opening height of the upper beam in the
PRRR

IIRTR

level. ln the "UPPER BEAM" input window, specify the minimum opening height
with the "STROKE min." parameter (6.9.1 Upper beam parameters).

lnactive pos ition of the backstop for working from markings

lf you enter a program line without a backstop position, the controller assumes you want to work
from markings and do not need the backstop.

Working markings!

\ffhen the program runs, the backstop moves to its maximum position and all backstop flap rows
are lowered.

The current line shows the message INAGTIVE. You now have a free work surface for working
from markings.

)

t,4\
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8.8. lnterrupting the bending process

The upward or downward movement of the bending beam can be interrupted if a dangerous
situation arises.

The right "Move bending beam" foot switch has a second switch position called "Emergency halt"
To stop the bending beam movement, press the left (right) foot switch all the way down.

Second switching

When you "Emergency halt" the bending beam, the machine is still under power. The bending
beam goes into a control loop and the control hydraulics hold the beam in its current position.

Never undertake any service work or otherwork on the machine when the bending
beam is in this position!

There is a distinction between:

r "Emergency halt" when the beam is moving upwards.

r "Emergency halt" when the beam is moving downwards

"Emergency halt" when the beam is movinq upwards:

lf you pressed the "Emergency halt" foot switch during the upward movement of the bending
beam, the following window will appear on the screen:

The following keys light up on the operating panel:

+ After running a single program line.

STOP + + After starting a multiple-line program.

The info text in the window tells you what to do next:

.. ,-{t- ir ,.li ,,'-1,, .r"ilil. /, :. t.- ;::,i )rt

- UP : FOIIT-5].IIT[H F-bear't

- IIOHH : 'STAFT' suritch
- EFID : 'STOP' sl,litEh

I
,.1

STOP

AUTO
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lf you want to continue the upward movement of the beam, you must press the "Move

bending beam" right foot switch:

When you do this, the lamp will go out.

a lf you want to move the bending beam down, you must press the

following window will then apPear:

key. The

Now press the right "Move bending beam" foot switch to lower the bending beam. The

STOP lamp will go out.

To abort the entire movement, press the key or the EmergencY off switchSTOP

@

STOP

STOP

: '5TABT' suitctr
: '5T0P' sqitch

- NtrHH

- Elltr
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"Emergency halt" when the beam is moving downwards

lf you pressed the "Emergency halt" foot switch during the downward movement of the bending
beam, the following window will appear on the screen:

The STOP lamp will light up in addition to the start command keys.

',.\
-& .J

i

t-

l.

.-

I

:

I

I.

I

t'
I

t,
l

L

t

I

I
I
I

1

I

l

lf you want to continue the downward movement of the beam, you must press the
"Move bending beam" right foot switch:

To abort the entire movement, press the key or the Emergency off switch

rAv

STOP
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key lights up.

You are then in the program input level

start functions are cancelled and the

Running programs

8.9. lnterrupting the program

You can interrupt the execution of a bending program at any time.
The best time to interrupt the program is before the bending beam starts to move

There are two ways to quit the bending program:

j1

lnterupt the program with the Stop key, as long as no danger is involved. The machine
remains under power.

lntenupt the program with the Emergency off key. Use this method if a dangerous
situation arises!
Power is automatically cut off from the machine, and all machine movement immedi-
ately halts.

rAlv
Not

ln both cases, the START and

:

,l

j'

1

I
i

STOP

STOP

AUTO STOP
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8.10. Bending beam step mode

lf you are not quite sure whether the part you want to bend is actually feasible, it is a good idea
to work in step mode the first time you run the program.

lf you started the bending progmm with the

key

or AUTO key, you can activate or

deactivate step mode at any time using the STEP

Step mode has the following properties:

The bending beam only moves upwards if you have your foot on the 'Move bending
beam" foot switch. When you take your foot off the switch, the upward movement of the
beam is immediately interrupted.

When you work in step mode, the bending beam moves at a reduced speed (about 50%).
This value is specified in the Save parameters.

As soon as you release the "Move bending beam" foot switch, the following window appears on
the screen:

Please refer to section 8.8, paragraph entitled "Emergency halt when the beam is moving
upwards" for an explanation of these instructions.

a

a

STEP

-UP
- NOHN

- EHT]

;...,,; :''irli

FOOT_SHITTH

'5TART' suitch
'STOP' suitch

I,'.., ti | :1,,.,

F-hear'r
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9. Tool management

9.1. Fundamentals

From the main menu, press the soft key to go to the tool manager

The tool management level is where you define your tools for the upper beam, bending

beam and lower beam.
When it calculates the tool setup (see 6,8 Tool positions (toolsetup)), the CNC controllerretrieves
the data from the tool manager. This means the tool setup for the individual beams is calculated
from existing sections.

Note: A list of the available tools at the time of shipping is provided as an appendix to the
parameter lists. These pages are included with the acceptance certificate. Blank
pages for tool management are provided at the end of this manual.

When you enter the level, the controller displays a tool set for the upper beam. The soft key for

selecting the upper beam tools is shown on a white background (reverse video)

The 'Tool management" level is divided into three sections:

Tool sets for the upper beam (max. 15)

Tool sets for the bending beam (max. 10)

Tool sets for the lower beam (max. 5).a

TOUL

ffirFt+{

TOOL

ffiFt+

TOOL

w

TOOL

\
VE

TOOL

\
vs

TOOL

N
vt

TOOL

N
7E
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Use the and soft keys to browse through the tool sets.

Use the cursor keys to move the cursor around in the tool set.

Use the key to delete a false value.CL

A soft key "typewritei' is available for entering text. You can only activate the typewriter in input

lines where the soft key is visible.

For instructions on how to use the typewriter, please refer to section 5.3 Typewriter

Use the soft key to exit the level and return to the main menu

Gonnections between the "Tool management" and 'Tool poSitionS" levels

When you define the tool setup (see 6.8 Tool positions), you must enter a tool set number in the
"TYPE" column.

Example: Upper beam tool setuP

PROO

EIIIT

To calculate the required sections for the rail length of 59.005 inch (1500 mm), the controller
retrieves the data from tool set number 1,

,tr m

\ t t

.irl

TOOL

\
VT

',

I! te.6e se.B6, ts lls

,,lr. ir'i ,;'^\Si:a
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9.2. Definition of upper beam tool sets

There are 15 input windows for entering the various upper beam tool sets. For each tool set, the
controller provides a graphical display of the geometric shape of the upper beam tools.

Choose the soft key to go to the input level for upper beam tools

Tool set number

Explanation of the input lines:

NAME: The name of the tool set.

MAX ANGLE: The maximum bending angle forthe upper beam tool. The maximum bending
angle depends on the geometry of the tool.

MAX THICKNESS: The maximum sheet thickness that will be bent using the tool. The maximum
sheet thickness depends on the geometry and height of the tool and is
marked on the tool:

V

-rA.
IF|_TTI\-

+
H=100
L=195
FF=40-60
s=4mm
Object no. 156 680

Calibration height

Length

Free area FFI and FF2

max. sheet thickness
for the tool

TOIIL

\
VN

TOOL

\
vr

otlcE!. rl35-BB finX fHICIri. {.66
-HIGH :100.08

t{-s.
14

COBilTB
SPDCtd

1

3
4
5
6
?
B

le

€DATTOil
omPTon
nmtron
NDOPMR
AI'OPIf]R
RDlTMN
CBBflEII

t;. _'...

LmrG'lt
195.0
68.0
55.8
l;0 -B
35.A
4A.B
35.s
3A.E

lZA.A
12.8,g

IIUTlTR
156688
156688
15660?
156686
156685
156604
156683
156682

156689
1s669'

DEmS.-GIn : 1,Ol
lilFs i
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Please always observe the manufacturer's specifications for the

. MMANGLE and

. MAX THICKNESS when working with the individual tools!

lf you do not proceed correctly, you are very likely to cause damage to the tools
and machine!

GAL HEIGHT: The calibration height is marked on each tool

Example: RETAINING CLAMP TOOL 100 V = 3.937 inch (100 mm)

Tool management

OFFSET:

DEPOS. GEO:

After regrinding your tools, enter the dimension difference in this line.

Enter the right lD number to activate the graphical display of your tool set.

Retaining clamp tool xxx V
"front free"

Retaining clamp toolxxx H
"back free"

Calibration
height

soft keys

Calibration
height

DEPOS: GEO: 1.01 DEPOS:GEO:2.01

Note: To display the graphics, exit the tool set and return immediately.

Do this using the and E
.,.3...2...1

Space for entering information on the tool set.INFO:

ln the following input lines, enter the

. lengths, L

. quantity, and

. object numbers of the individual tools of the tool set.

I

.F
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CORNER I:

CORNER r:

Tool management

Corner Ieft Corner right

lf you have a special section in your tool set, enter its data in this line.SPECIAL:

+- +-
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Tool management

9.3. Definition of bending beam tool sets

There are 10 input windows for entering the various bending beam tool sets.

Choose the soft key to go to the input level for bending beam tools.

Tool set number

Explanation of the input lines:

NAME: The name of the tool set.

MAX THICKNESS: The maximum sheet thickness that will be bent using the tool. The maximum
sheet thickness depends on the width of the tool.

Please always observe the manufacturer's specifications for the

. MAX THIGKNESS when working with the individualtools!

lf you do not proceed correctly, you are very likely to cause damage to the tools
and machine!

OFFSET HEIGHT: After regrinding your tools, enter the height difference in this line.

DEPOS. GEO: Enter the right lD number to activate the graphical display of your tool set. ln
preparation!

TOOL

L
VI

TOOL

N
vt

sEcrI[]r
OLOCT
fiDnPt0R 1

nDArlOn 2
nDntton 3
ADAI'IOII 4
nDnrtron 5
EDOIIBB 6
nDrfl0n 7
ADffPIOR A
C0RdER lc
C0nn[lt ri
SPf,CTAL

:r:r1i' ;- a: '!

tilr0

THICXH.

LIHG'H T'CS

32BA,A l
riun0En
131.108

30 "aa
4.AB

-$lclt:
-Gm :

I
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Y
INFO: Space for entering information on the tool set.

Example: 35MM BENDING BEAM HIGHER SPLIT TOOL

ln the following input lines, enter the

. lengths,

. quantity, and

. object numbers of the individual tools of the tool set.

Note: lnput values for a continuous bending tool rail are shown in the screen above. For

split bending beam tools, please follow the example below'

SpECIAL: lf you have a special section in your tool set, enter its data in this line.

lnout example for a split bending beam tool:

Tool set number

UIDE - : 15.88
nn* nIC,0l.: 1.58
oEfsEl-HlGl:
DEPOS..Gf,O i
IHru :

1

I
t
1
1

1

1

12b.4 t

ftB.At,

E Litr:
RNhE

l0L lgs.B

1
z
3
4
5
6
7
a

le

rcs. iflJHBlR
lttsz?E
1652?6

1 !652?5
. 165224

'165Z72
' L65?71

165278

L65Z?'l
165z?7

LIIIG'H
195.8
6A.A
55.8
58-B
'15.S
48 -8
35- A
30.4
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9.4. Definition of lower beam tool sets

There are 5 input windows for entering the various lower beam tool sets.

Choose the soft key to go to the input level for lower beam tools.

set number

Explanation of the input lines:

The name of the tool set.

Enter the smallest possible backstop position for the lower beam rail

Stop finger

NAME:

MIN STOP:

position

TOUL

L
7il

TOOL

N
7n

l
l
I

I

o,
(f)o
o
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MAX THICKNESS: Enter the maximum sheet thickness for the lower beam tool.

Please always observe the manufacturer's specifications for the

o MAX THICKNESS when working with the individualtools!

lf you do not proceed conectly, you are very likely to cause damage to the tools

and machine!

OFFSET HEIGHT: After regrinding your tools, enter the height difference in this line.

DEpOS. GEO: Enter the lD number to activate the graphical display of your tool set. ln
preparation!

INFO: Space for entering information on the tool set.

ln the following input lines, enter the

. lengths,

. quantity, and

. object numbers of the individual tools of the tool set.

Note: lnput values for a continuous lower tool rail are shown in the screen above.

SpECIAL: lf you have a special section in your tool set, enter its data in this line.

s
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10. Variable programs

10.1. Fundamentals

Are you fabricating similar parts with varying dimensions?
lf so, you should read this chapter carefully.

The purpose of a variable program is to:

automatically convert backstop positions in bending programs using variables so that you
need only one bending program for a complete family of parts.

calculate the developed lengths and widths of sheets depending on variables.

re-determine the notching dimensions of the plate using variable values.

Applications for variable programs:

All fabricated parts in which the sheet thickness and bending sequence are identical, but which
have constantly changing dimensions and side heights.

Typical parts produced with variable programs include:

. shelves

. case-bays

o metal doors

o facade elements

e window cornices

You only need one bending program for all dimensions of the part. When a new dimension is
required, the controller automatically calculates the new backstop position and the modified plate
cut.
The reduction in programming work means a high degree of flexibility without losing productivity.

a

a

a

x
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As many as 4 different dimensions of the part can be programmed as variables.
The variables are denoted by W X, Y andZ. You assign these variables to the backstop positions

of your basic program (see 10.5 Variable assignment).
Six variables (U, V, W, X, Y , Z) are in preparation !

The variables are given names. You also assign to the variables the dimensions at the time the
program is written.

Variable Value Name

19.685
(500.00)

39.37
(1000.00)

1.969
(50.00)

BAYWDTH

BAY LENGTH

BAY HEIGHT

When you run the variable program, you enter the new dimensions and side heights in the "Value"

column.

Further variable programming options:

The variables can also be GRID DIMENSIONS, formed from the section dimensions and the

constant dimensions.

Example: For doors, instead of the door dimensions you can use the shell opening dimen-
sions as variables.

X

z

Constant
(0.787 inch)

Door dimension

Constant
(0.787 inch)
((20 mm))

mm))

Variable

(drawn without door case)

\Men you enter the basic variables you account for the two constant dimensions (see 10.6 Basic
variable input).
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Another example: For a shelf, you can enter the grid dimension (shelf lengtfr + post width) of the
shelving.

Grid length = Y

V

!

g
3
=(lt
!a

x
il

p
=p
Lo

i

ii

I

i

I

i

I
I
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Y
10.2.lnput sequence

1. Greate the basic program

The "basic program" is the basis for a variable program. You create a "normal" bending program
for your workpiece, by simply taking a part from the group of parts. The finished part dimensions
assigned to the variables can be different from the drawing dimensions; the important thing is
that a given variable has the same value in each case.
And the notching on the folded part must already exactly match the variable dimensions (see
10.3 Basic program input).

2. Name the variables

ln this level you decide which variables you need and assign names to them.

Example:

X = BAY WDTH

Y = BAY LENGTH

Z=BAY HEIGHT

There are 4 variables available (W X Y Z), with a further two in preparation.

3. Assign variables to the program

Assign the variables to the backstop positions of your basic program. The important thing here
is to account for allvariables between the bending edge and the backstop position (see 10.5
Variable assignment)

4. Enter the basic variables

You have created the basic program for a realworkpiece. lf you bend and then measure this part,
you will have the effective "actual" dimensions. There dimensions, referred to yourvariables, are
the basic variables. They will not necessarily be the same as the desired dimensions (see 10.6
Basic variable input).

Once you have created the variable program, you must enter the "new" variable values and
convert the backstop position to its modified dimensions (see 10.6 Basic variable input).

To run the variable program, please read section 10.8 Running variable programs.
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Note To facilitate management of your programs on diskette, you should enter a com-

ment in the program information

For example:

t{ftttE

ln the diskefte manager you will recognise the variable programs by their names and numbers

o
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Create a normal bending program for one of the parts from the group. lf possible, choose a
part with even-numbered dimensions for the variable side heights. This will make it easier to
enter the program and the basic variables.

Use the first 4 program lines as info lines, and enter the dimensions of your flat plate. Then
copy the appropriate text modules (line-related information) to the program lines (see also
5.4 Text modples).

Create the program information and write "VARIABLE PROGRAM" at the name or number.

Example: case-bay

10.3. Basic program input with variable declaration

a

a

a

f,=
f=
z-

z

0.787 (20)

Bay length

Bay width

The outside dimensions for the actual workpiece are as follows:

Bay height

19.685 inch (500 mm)

39.37 inch (1000.00 mm)

1.969 inch (50.00 mm)

BAYWDTH

BAY LENGTH

BAY HEIGHT

PROE

EIIIT

I * $ . L: t,EU9 a Z4.AAZ * 44.#7
SliDfiefi r 5a kst
iIRIEBIAL I
lltF0 :

grDltr!5isr
HINBT

M!S
fialtE

PCS. i
lllilsfisD,
stAttfl :

91s{L (ggn'dd )
3
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These dimensions produce the following plate dimensions:

67

We now havethe following values in the first four program lines (info lines):

ooq
N

N(')
@

a

LINE E Line info

PLATE WDTH

PLATE LENGTH

NOTCHING WIDTH

NOTCHING LENGTH

2

3

4

24.882
(632.0)

44.567
(1132.0)

2.638
(67.0)

2.638
(67.0)

N
co
CO

.t
N

M.567
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The whole basic program looks like this

Program line 7 is just an info line.
why?

r Afier completing program line 6, the first face end is folded and completed.

. Turn the plate 180" to fold the second end.

. The plate is stopped on the outside edge of the previously folded side.

-+ Take account of the material thickness!

Note:

PROGRAM

LINE t HN
1 24.882

(632,00)

44.567
(1132,00)

2.638
(67,00)

2.638
(67,00)

4.449
(113,00)

41.93
(1065,00)

41.969
(1066,00)

41.221
(1047,00)

39.331
(999,00)

24.134
(613,00)

22.244
(565,00)

22.283
(566,00)

21.535
(547,00)

19.646
(499,00)

2

J

4

5

6

7

I

90,0 0.039
(1,0)

0.038
(1,0)

0.047
(1,2)

0.447
(1,2)

90,0 F

90,0 0.039
(1,0)

0.039
(1,0)

0,039
(1,0)

0.039
(1,0)

o 90,0 1.362
(60,0)

10 90,0 F

11 90,0 1.362
(60,0)

12 F

13 90,0 0.039
(1,0)

0.039
(1,0)

14 90,0 1.362
(60,0)

'a,'?
ttlt
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After folding the part, we have the following dimensions:a

Write down the dimensions
for entering the
basic variables

{=

f=

z--

TARGET

19.685
(500.00)

39.37
(1000..00)

1.969
(50.00)

ACTUAL

19.724
(501.00)

39.437
(1001.70)

2
(50.80)
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10.4. Variable declaration

From the program level, choose the soft key to go to the "VARIABLE ASSIGNMENT"

level

Use the cursor key to move the cursor into the right column, 'lrlame"

Use the soft key typewriter to enter the name of the variable. For an explanation of how to use
the typewriter, see 5.3 Typewriter.

Enter a name for each required variable.

Assign the target dimensions to the variables.

The input window for our example looks like this:

Exit the level with the soft key

ry

+

.iii
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Notes:

.Y
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1 0.5. Variable assignment

You must add the declared variables (W X Y Z) to the backstop positions of the basic program.

Move the cursor into the column in the program input level

Change to variable assignment with the soft key

The controller opens the "VARIABLE ASSIGNMENT" window to provide information. The
variables appear as soft keys in the soft key bar at the bottom of the screen.

Use the

column.

keys to move the cursor around in the "Backstop position" input

Variable assignment with our CASE BAY example

LINE 1:

The cursor is in the first program line, in the Backstop position column. lf we picture ourdeveloped
plate, in the plate width we have:
one VARIABLE X = BAY WDTH and
two VARIABLEZ= BAY HEIGHT.

Assign the variable to the "plate width" dimension. Press the soft keys

one after the other. ln the Backstop position column we now have:

24.8822X2 6sz.oo 4Zl

!

ro'=
o
o
o-

ry.

X Y z

t +

z X z
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LINE 2:

Move the cursor to the next line and assign the appropriate variable to the PLATE LENGTH' ln

the PLATE LENGTH we have:
one BAY LENGTH Y and
two BAY HEIGHT Z.

44.567 zY z 1',t t ZZ.Oo zY zl

Note: You can delete false inputs with the keyCLa

a You can assign up to 4 variables for each backstop position.

LINE 3 + 4:

tn our example, the BAY HEIGHT is variable (Z) within the NoTCHING LENGTH

Notching length

Use the soft key function to assign the Z variable to the two backstop positions for the

NOTCHING LENGTH and NOTCHING WDTH

-cp
=o)
.g
!o
oz

2.638 (67.00) Z
2.638 (67.00) Z

3
4

z
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LINE 5:

For the first bend on the face end, we first bend the constant 0.748 inch (19 mm) dimension
(outside dimension 0.787 inch (20 mm)). Between the backstop and the bending edge we still
have:
one Y = BAY LENGTH and
N,toZ= BAY HEIGHT.

Constant
0.748
(1e

zz

Constant
0.748
(1 e)

aK"top edge

Add the variables to the backstop position.

M.488zYz (113o.oozYzl

LINE 6:

With the backstop position in line 6, the first variable side is'bent away". The backstop position
is assigned only the variable between the backstop and the bending edge.

Y
Constant
0.748
(1e)Constant

0.748
(1 e)

As you can see, we now have only:
one Z = BAY HEIGHT and
oneY=BAYLENGTH
between the backstop and the bending edge.

So, add the variables to the backstop position

41.e2e ZY lross.oo ZY)

Enter the appropriate variable for each backstop position.
The result is the following backstop positions and variables:

z

B
Bending edge

z Y z

z Y
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Exit the levelwith the soft key function.

,-L

LINE

1

2

3

4

5

b

7

8

o

10

11

12

13

14

24.882
(632,00)

44.567
(1132,00)

2.638
(67,00)

2.638
(67,00)

4381 I
(1113,00)

41.929
(1065,00)

41.969
(1066,0)0

41.221
(1047,00)

39.331
(eee,00)

24j34
(613,00)

22.244
(565,00)

22.283
(566,00)

21.535
(547,00)

19.646
(4ee,00)

ZYrZ

zYz

z

z

zYz

7{

7{

ZY

Y

zxz

zx

'zx

zx

X

LINE INFO

PLATE WDTH

PLATE LENGTH

NOTCHING WIDTH

NOTCHING LENGTH

1ST FACE END LEG 1

1ST FACE END LEG 2

TURN PLATE + SHEET THICKN.

2ND FACE END LEG 1

2ND FACE END LEG 2

1ST LONG SIDE LEG 1

1ST LONG SIDE LEG 2

TURN PLATE AND PLATE THICKN

2ND LONG SIDE LEG 1

2ND LONG SIDE LEG 2

.liil
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Y
10.6. Basic variable input

From the program level, choose the soft key function to go to the parameter input

. soft key function to browse through until you see the following window:

PRRR

DRTR

window

Use the

Note:

NEXT
I.IEHU

After creating the basic program, we folded a part and made a note of the variable dimensions.
From your notes, enter the actual dimensions of the folded part in this window.

ln our CASE-BAY example, we need not account for any constant dimensions, so we can enter
the measured 'ACTUAL" values directly.

Exit the parameter level with the soft key

You have now entered the whole variable program. Remember to save the pro-
gram to diskette (see 1 1.1 .3 Saving and loading programs).

I .,,, I

EI

PfiRfi
IIRTfi
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10.7 . Automatic program conversion

You have created a variable program for a part with constant dimensions. To produce a case-bay
with different dimensions, the controller has to convert the backstop positions to the new variable
dimensions.

Proceed as follows:

From the program input level, choose the soft key function to go to the variable as-

signment level.

Dims:

\Mdth:

Length:

Height:

Sample case-bay

19.685 inch (500.0 mm)

39.37 inch (1000.0 mm)

1.969 inch (50.0 mm)

New case-bay dimensions

Wdth: 28.15 inch (715.0 mm)

Length: 44.114 inch (1120.5 mm)

Height: 1.654 inch (42.0 mm)

You can see that the "Value" column still contains the dimensions of the sample case-bay
Overtype the values with the dimensions of the new case-bay.
The following window is displayed on the screen:

Start the dimension conversion with the soft key. This also exits the variable as-

signment level.

The controller is now in Variable program mode. This is indicated on the green bar at the top of
the screen.

The cursor can no longer move in the column because these values were

not entered; they were calculated by the controller.

You can still change the entries in all other columns, e.g. for angle correction or for different
opening heights of the upper beam.

x

ry.
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There are two ways to exit Variable program mode

1) Use the soft key to go to variable assignment, and exit the levelwith the

soft key function.

2) Exit the program input level with the key

ln both cases, the backstop dimensions of your basic program will appear again. You can now

enter new variable values for a case-bay with new dimensions.

The controller calculates the new backstop positions using this equation:

VARIABLE PROGRAM PRRR

DRTR

RA S

Jfr

tr

.new = basic variables - variable assignment + new variableBackstop pos
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soft key function to go to the program input level

vanapte programs

key

10.8. Running variable programs

Load your variable program from the diskette. Remember you called it "VARIABLE PRO-
GRAM" (see also 1 1 .1.3 Saving and loading programs).

a

o Choose the

r Choose the soft key to activate variable assignment. ln the"Values" column, enter

the new varia.ble values of your drawing.

. Exit the level with the soft key. The backstop positions are converted automati-
HOOtFv

cally. The controller is now in Variable program mode.

lf necessary, specify a piece count (see 6.7 Piece counter)

Run the program with the key. lf the cursor is in the first line, the controller will

PROB

EOIT

!;

a

a

Note

execute the whole variable program (see also 8.6 Running a multiple-line program).

You can also run individual program lines at any time using the

The controller will then run just the line containing the cursor (see also 8.5 Run-
ning a single program line).

q"

AUTO
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11. Program management

11.1.Working with the diskette

1'1.1.1. About diskettes

Diskette type

The diskettes are the 31h" type.

Use only diskettes labelled
"3.5"-2DD"

(double sided and double density)

Brand products are best!

rrogram managemenl

The diskette drive is mounted on the front of the switch
cabinet.

a
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Write protection

Each diskette has a write protection tag. lf you are just loading programs from the diskette, you

should leave the diskette write protected. This will prevent programs (data) from being deleted

accidentally.
The diskette is write protected when the lug is not covering the hole in the diskette.

Write protected Write enabled

Formatting diskettes

The diskette format used by the Multibend controller is very different from that used by MS-DOS

. The directory has a fixed number of 70 program files.

The individual programs are stored on fixed sectors and tracks. The space reserved for a

program is not variable in size. So, a program consisting of 3 lines uses just as much

space as one with 40 lines.

a

lnserting the diskette

Always insert the diskette in the drive in the direction indicated by the arrow
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The side with the arrow should be next to the lamp on the diskette drive.

Press the small, rectangular eject bufton to remove the diskette from the drive.

Protection and care

Always keep your diskettes in a closed box. Avoid the following harmful influences:

Never keep the diskette close to magnets or their fieldsl

Protect the diskette against moisture!

Avoid direct exposure to sunlight!
41 - 140"F (5 - 60')

Protect against dirt and dust!

Note
Make backup copies!

copy
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Gopying diskettes

It is very important to make a backup copy of all of your program diskettes so that you do notlose
your programs in the event that a diskette is damaged.
There are two ways to copy a diskette:

Copy individual programs via the memory of the CNC controller

Copy an entire diskette using an MS-DOS personalcomputer.

Single program: The bestway to copy a single program via memory is to save the program
to two different diskettes once you have written and optimised it. lf you
do not do this, you will have to read the program from the source diskette
into memory, and then copy it back out to the destination diskefte (your
backup copy).

Entire diskette: The destination diskette (backup diskette) must first be formatted by the
CNC controller!To copy an entire diskette, see 11,1.7 Copying a diskette
using a PC.
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11,1.2. Reading the diskette directory

ntR

After inserting the diskette in the drive, choose the
rm
t@ll

soft key function to go from the

main menu to the diskette manager.

The CNC controller reads the diskette directory automatically as soon as you go to the diskette
manager.

lf you change the diskette while in the diskette manager, you can display the new directory by

pressing the key

The soft key appears in reverse video until the new directory has been read. Wait until

the icon appears normally before taking any further actions.

Y

]

DIR
t-

UR
I-
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11.1.3. Saving and loading programs

Choose the rm
IEJ]

soft key to go from the main menu to the diskette manager. The controller

automatically reads the directory of the inserted diskette.

Note: You can only save a bending program to a diskette if the diskefte has first been

formatted by the controller. See 11.1.6 Formatting (deleting) a diskette.

Before you save the program to diskette, you must give your bending program a name. Do this

by choosing the function in the program input level. Use the $pewriter

to type the program name and number (see 6.4 Entering progEm information).

cursor keys.
You can move the cursor up or down one line at a time with the

you can save a complete bending program in each of the 70 lines. Each program consists of:

. the bending program (40lines)

r prograrn information

. parameters.

Saving

Move the cursor to an emp$ program slot and choose the soft key function.

The following screen prompt appears:

CIDE ?

To prevent unauthorised people from overwriting your programs, we have provided an access

code function.

Use the 10-key pad to enteryour code number and confirm by pressing the soft key

agarn

o F*l

-

R

fl
l-I'
l'ni'ir'l I
t-l

H
-tH
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lf you entered the correct code, the controller will save the program to the diskette. The

soft key is shown in reverse video while the program is being written to the diskette. When the
program has been saved, the PROG. NUMBER and PROG. NAME will appear on the curent
line.

lf you enter an incorrect code number, the following message will appear:

ln this case you must press the soft key again and re-enter the code number

lf you type a wrong digit you can clear it during input using the key

Note: The code number is included in the Save parameter list which is enclosed with the
acceptance certificate. lf you want to change the number, please contact the
after-sales service department of
Reinhardt Maschinenbau GmbH
Tel.: 07031 i 863-0 Fax 07031 / 863-185

lf you try to save a program to a diskette which is write protected, the following messagewill
appear:

Check the diskette and move the write protection tag (see 11.1.1 About diskettes). Then insert
the diskette again and save the program.

FtlL5[HEFI r.rtttl

CL

i
i
I

L

i
j

I
I
t'
I

I
1

l
I

I

i
I
I

I
I
I

I
t

I
]
I
1

!

I

I

I
I

!

I
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Deleting programs on diskette

0 program information of the current bending program in the program input

rm
l@n

soft key function to go to the diskette manager, and move the cursor onto

the program you want to delete.

Choose the soft key to overwrite the existing program with an "empty program"

Loading programs

Use the cursor keys to move the cursor to the line containing the program you

Delete the

level.

Choose the

want to load

Choose the soft key to load the program from the diskette into the controlle/s memory

Hints

]'ou should save programs in a sorted order to keep them clearly arranged. For example, sort

them by ascending numbers, by part groups, or by program families.

Diskettes do not cost very much, so there is no point in trying to save space with them. (lt isvery

annoying to lose data on a diskette that has been damaged or can no longer be read')

e Make backup copies of your program diskettes.

. KeeP Your Programs sorted.

. Label and file your diskettes so that bending programs will be easy to find later.
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11.1.4. Reading program information

The program information contains details about a bending program.
ln the diskette manager you can read the program information for each stored bending program.
Reading the program information does not load the program into memoryl

Proceed as follows:

Use the cursor keys to move the cursor to the slot with the program you want

to read. Use the soft key to retrieve the program information

The following window is displayed

To clear the progfam information from the screen, press the soft key again.

Note:

o

You cannot make changes to the program information from the diskette manager
(to do this, see 6.4 Entering program information).

1 * ll r L: 9,69 a Z9.SA * 66,929
SlnDilGltl | 5A kst
nAlDntAt I
INPO :
ui}ils.tED slDE Pnc$€ Dot80,/iltDs

: JIllEIry4I, COUEn

(lrdd)

nutrtu
Itit{E

fcs. | -'tt

rlillsllf,t , 9{s322
Slollls I Z

o
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Program management

1'1.1.5. How to find Programs

Frrlu soft key to activate the typewriter, and enter"coV" (the first few letters of

This function lets you vbry quickly find a certain program on your diskette. You don't need to

browse through the entire directory.

Usethe tr cursor keys to move the cursor to the first line of the

diskette manager

Press the soft key, and you will see the following window:

Searching for a program name

We are looking for a program called "COVER" on the diskette. Move the cursor to the "NAME"

line.

Choose the

the word "COVER" are enough).

Press the soft key again to start the search. The controller will find the next program

that begins with "COV". lf there is more than one program that starts with these letters, you can

Fnll
ni. t?1??
Dni '????

press the soft key repeatedly to display them one after the other

you will notice that the cursor has moved to the line with the program found by the controller

lf it is the right program, load it into memory with the soft key

lf the controller cannot find a program beginning with "COV", it will display this message:

t \

Fr!l[.
da.

FITIB
S*'????ri. 't???rai t??'??

FHltrj IlIIJHT EEFLltltrEt'l
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Searching for a program number

To search for a program by its number, simply enter the number (or the first few digits) in the
"NUMBER" cursor position.

FHI
nR. !?'l'? ?
mi,???1

As described above, start the search by pressing the soft key

Searching for a production date

lf your programs are centrally managed in the work preparation area, you can group the programs
for an entire week.
ln this case the work planner writes the production date in the "DATE" line of the program
information level.

The machine operator can now use the search function to find all programs with the same
production date.

Note: For external programming and program grouping, we recommend our external
programming software package. lt is available directly from:
Reinhardt Maschinenbau GmbH
Richard-Wagner-Strasse 4-1 0
71065 Sindelfingen
Tel.: 07031 / 863-0 Fax 07031 / 063-185

V
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11.1.6. Formatting (deleting) a diskette

Before you can write a program to a new diskette, you must format the diskette.

The formatting process divides the diskette surface up into fixed sectors and tracks, and ceates
a directory.

Proceed as follows

Choose the rm
IEJ

soft key to go to the diskette manager. lnsert the new diskette in the drive.

Fress the soft key. You are then prompted for the code number

EOI]E ?

Enter the code number and confirm by pressing the soft key again

The activated soft key icon is shown in reverse video while the controller is formatting

the diskette.

Causes: False diskette type ("HD" instead of "DD").

The diskette is defective.

The diskette is still write protected (see 1 1 .1 . 1 ).

a

a

a

r:LAtd.
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The following error message will appear:

Otherwise the following message will appear:

rr vgr cilil ilrdltagEiltgill

t

tr I F-;ti HFtFttrt,|rlE:E FEHLEFI

IIISIi FHLSIJH FIJFIf,IHTIEFJT!
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11.1.7. Gopying a diskette using a PC

It is advisable to make backup copies of your program diskettes.

Once you have formatted the backup diskette in the controller, take the source diskette (with your

program) and the destination diskette (for your backup copy) to the PC and insert the source

diskette in the diskette drive of the PC.

To copy the diskette, use the DOS command:

"DlsKcoPY".

lf l.he 3Vz" drive on the PC is designated as drive A, enter:

lf it is designated as drive B, enter

>DISKCOPYA: A: J

J

Return

>DISKGOPY B: B:
Return

The PC operating system will now prompt you for the source or destination diskette.

For more details of this, please refer to your MS-DOS Useds Guide.
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12. Service level

12.1. Fundamentals

The service level provides a complete status report on all axes and on all inputs and outputs of
the folding machine.

Choose this key to enter the service level at any time and from any part oi the program.
The Multibend controller has two video controllers which dealwith screen output.

1) Controller for the service level.

2) Conholler for the application level.

@

Use the

The

The service level is for diagnostics only, and is used for:

. troubleshooting

. maintenance and servicing work.

@ key to toggle between the two video controllers.

key displays the second service levelwith the inputs and outputs

j

:1

!

"1
1
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Service level

Exit the service level by pressing the flashing @ key

Pn00

EIIIT
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12.2. Axis functions

The top half of the screen in the service level lists all axes of the folding machine, providing a
quick overview of the axis status of the machine.

Backstop

Bending beam

Upper beam I

Upper beam r

positioning axis of the backstop

bending beam swing axis

open/close upper beam left

open/close upper beam right

Letter keys in the EMWTG column:

lf a letter is shown in reverse video, the condition is met.

E

M

W

T

G

enabled:

move:

wide toller:

toller:

calibrated:

Axes switched on.

Axis is moving.

Extended axis tolerance range is active.

Positioning window of the Save parameters is active.

Axis is calibrated.

Explanation of the columns:

Act:

Set:

Actual position of the axis.

Setpoint position of the axis. This value is calculated by the controller. lt indicates
the position the axis is to move to within a certain period.

Target position of the axis. This is the value you entered in the program.

Setpoint output in % (speed of the axis).

Setpoint output in volts.

Target:

Spd%:

Volt:

I
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Notes:
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12.3.lnputs/outputs

key displays the second service window for the inputs and outputs.

An input or output is set if it appears in reverse video (see figure)

Explanation of inputs and outputs:

The

Outputs:

R SPERR

R. BW AUF

R-BW_AB

R OW AUF

ROWAB

R-UMLAUF

R-3OBAR

R 135 BAR

Reverse video

Enable - backstop control enabled

Bending beam moving upwards.

Bending beam moving downwards.

Upper beam opening.

Upper beam closing

Pressureless hydraulic circulation.

Upper beam clamping at 30.4 atm (30 bar) hydraulic pressure

Upper beam clamping at increased pressure 131.72 atm (135 bar)

vvr t rvv av t vI

Ev:J
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Outputs:

R_KLAP1

R-KLAP2

R BW.f\B

R_BW-AUF

)'

ROWSPLI

.i i'ir- l
:- :l r:,

R U\Aru AB

Reverse video

First flap row of backstop is active.

Second flap row of backstop is active.

pen{lng beam adjustment moving down

Bending beam adjustment moving up.

Left valve for closing the upper beam is closed.
ln conjunction with the portioner, this valve can close tq move the upper
beam down parallel.

R_OW;$P1_flE ,

,,'1i 1,'i . i , i{ 
' 

I-r d;":. ; r':a; ." '1: ,

',:. B-;UlAru-AQiF ,'' 'r,'.:t:grrirer beam adjustment moving up.
' J; ''a

: R KN'liF3r:::r:.:: I.ir'.t , +#hi5d fhp r,oW of backstop is active.
:_j"'.- " .i """: '.'

i. ::; .: ",...i . r,l:'l; $.jr :r.: t."".". . ,. .

R-KLAP4 Fourth flap row of backstop (optional) is active.

i.i. '.,.: j 1ii'1..:..: ..i; 
:

R-KLAPS Fifth flap row of backstop (optional) is active.

R_TEILER| ;...

R-KLAP6

R-KLAP7

Right valrre for closing the upper beam is closed.
ln conjunction with the portioner, this valve can close to move the upper
beam down parallel.

..i I : ,

Lower beam adjusiment moving down.

:

l
I

:

I

i
ii.
ir

:

I

?q

'i.

fiie pdltion€r'{if the upper beam is active.
The portioner is automatically activated when an upper beam closing
height is entered.

':l { 1'r .t'.'. r I '' i': a.

i:'flf(htg'r.bp (€Ftiohal) on the bending beam moving down.
iriy.] 'il:,:' r ; - 1'r :l' "r '

Frontstop (optional) on the bending beam moving up.
'' l

Sixth flap row of backstop (optional) is active.

Seventh flap row of backstop (optional) is active.

R-AN-B-AUF Stop finger B of frontstop (optional) moving up.

R-AN-C-AUF Stop finger C of frontstop (optional) moving up.

RJN-DJUF Stop flnger D of frontstop (optional) moving up

S
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I BW UNT

I BW GRENZ

I_OW-GRENZ

I_OW-SPANN

I-POWER-ON

I_F-OW-AUF

I_F-HALT

I-GEB_B\AA/

I GEB U\Aru

I SCHWEDEN

t_EtcH_x

IANA

I_AN_B

I_AN_HUB

IANC

IAND

I_F_OW_AB Left "Upper beam" foot switch pressed (1 st position). Upper Fe?T closing

.I F AUTO

oervtce tevet

Reverse video

Bending beam is down (0').

Bending beam has reached the electromechanical limit switch on the left
side column

Upper beam has reached the upper lirnit:switch while openlng. Max.
opening height 15.748 inch (400 mm).

Pressure switch has switched off upon reaching clamping pressure, the
upper beam is clamped. .: , : :

Machine power is on. :::'

Left "Upper beam" foot switch fully depr6ss0d {2nd posltiori):iUp-per,beam
opening. 

. , '.

The controller is in Auto Start mode. Complete bending cycle, i"e. close
upper beam with left foot switch, start.bendin$ beam with'iigh$odt Swlich.

Right "Bending beam" foot switCh fully deprbss=eO (2nd positiOi{); Bdpding
beam motion halted (see 8.8 lnterrupting the bending pro0esp).

. :'.i -'': rYr.,i.r-:
Bending beam adjustment transducer is counting revolutions.
Free/actuated=lpulse .i ..;;.. ,r,:i1,, -'i ,,'i

Lower beam adjustment transduaef ig.4gurytilp revolutions: ,i'j," . 
, 
'"

Free / actuated = 1 pulse ': ...:.-. .,i"r i:i:. i
: ,:.. : .':'..'e

9.945 inch (24 mm) safety stop active. Always active as,so0n as the upper
beam descends from a heigh,tqf.rnoge.t$.qp$Sr{45 inchr.{24,fim).,:,T? ojsse
further, press the "Upper beaml foot lwlteh again.

, , '.;";,,.:"j'.' ,r' '-7i r'l r

Limit switch of backstop actuated.

j ' j, r.:-'' I'

Stop finger A (optional) lowered.

. ." .. . -,..,l,llr,t;..,.

Stop finger B (optional) lowered.

.. .. u. ;,]",,i,i,.

Complete frontstop (optional) lowered.

' .''i' . ..'' ..'';::

Stop finger C (optional) lowered.

*t, .* r ..:r. ;i.
Stop finger D (optional) lowered.

^ : ..,,.
'i...

l'.:.

i

I
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Notes:

i

I

i

!

1

I
I

I

i

i
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13. lmportant rnessa$es / error messagqs

We have provided an alphabetical list of the most important messages and error messages

lmportant messages:

Close beam with foot switch!

After switching machine power on after calibration, the controller prompts you to closethe upper
beam (see 4.2 Calibration).

Input value from the scale!
lnput in mm

When calibrating the machine you are prompted to read and enter the curent values of the
bending beam and lower beam adjustment (see also 4.2 Calibration).

>SAVE PARAMETER <
.. NOT FOR UNAUTHORIZED -
You are in the Save parameters level.

Error messages:

Beam exceeded

The most recently entered tool length has exceeded the available working length of the machine.
Check and correct the input.

i

I
I

I

:

]

l

I

:
I

i

i

I
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I m portant'm esbagbs'7 :errdi m essag es

V
Bending b.eary1 stopped / position,control

r+ t -{ ,- i.' :,;,.:. o:., .

You intenupted the bending piodesb withthe right "Bending beam" foot switch.
For details on how to proceed, p[ease refer to section 8.8 lnterrupting the bending process.

- u$K,$$ffiP ii,. .: i, ,,

This erxif &'eSbpg.e is diFpLayed when you try to format a defective diskette with the

soft
Th6

'''.:1.. : :.j t-- -.

. DiSK INoORR-E6TLy,FORMAfiED !

:- ..-.,'i , :

Thb diskette vy.as ryritF

Reriove iher:d

fo,bad sectors. Throw the diskette away

r:ried to format it with the soft key function

n ag (see sections 1 1.1.1 and 1 1.1.6)

.i.

When calculating Wtfi the e'ala.rlfltgr
..-i:.:q.j @ , you used an illogical mathematical input.

$xample: divide by zBro

i1 i1 f,i,p.gqrl *i t :ii -4f ,.r,it.+.":i4

qfiPt^o-g 94fll
toollength.

specified tool set.

*? V'qg d,o.r'tlol nSvF enough tools for the desired rail length.

tq ?llEeeeVr$ed,loor nngtf i. shorter than the shortest adaptor

. :i ,

. tNG0&SHgr,,qgqF t,

Y..9q .qp[e.qS EB:incofi:qct code number. Repeat the function and enter the correct code.

('sbe alsg 5.5 Qalqulator)
.;5j+:E:t

i 
'r*st 

$ -

,J?{,ii+lj 
'ir'i j'ir' t

.. :,,-n t, -t:: ::.,,.,:. ;11

- !ilo

tu
tnl

"i :,i -ifoi +; : ;' ;-r,!r:rl, 4f F":j,
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r I r I P v I .o, t 1.,1,.t5; o.iroU_Y,._:,'j,#" 
i",; lr "'.|...=,. .1 " 

o V = o

INTERNAL ERROR, PLEASE RESET...

Please contact the
After-Sales Service Department of
Reinhardt Maschinenbau GmbH.

No left corner

,,.,, .,,, . ,,...-.:;;i.l1t.x i i,.;ai,..rr:) ;'.r.:r.f;;.

This error message can appear on the screen when you'switch the machind on

Cause: Partial loss of Save parameter data.

There is no left comer piece in the desired tool set for setting up qlqllppefrhegmpqls. ',i
Check the eniries in the Tool management level (see o.a: Uppe'i'b1&trtt6ol'"bb$it6'rrf.* ,*1,

, , -,;r;?i riq i4i'ilri. fi i"':'i.''r'r*#il il;-,

No right corner

There is no right corner piece in the desired toolseJ,fgr
Check the entries in the Tool management level (se6 6

out of range !

Minimum value

-,i . ';r.. i.l
..,' .4J : *1,.,i,j#{ i-r. ; ;i

gi'$tf e1*,i *+i nl'','rr" *$i,ri!i$l'*d+14. r, ,

PARAMETERTOO HIGH ! A
1

. ' ',i:1;i,t,11."ir.t',;, ....,,,, ..,1., rj:,"i. ,'. ,

, '-.11,i', .. .'.r i..;'..; :1a,i:1.li.i , r ;".;.. 
".,1 

-,i,in. ,. i' , ;:

qe$ins-up.$he qBppr bii'd:ige.b;l , 
s*

.8.2 Uppdi bbam tobl pd$itlbtt)l I "

You entered a value that is too high or too low. \Men you mpve thg curSbr with thd etniobr lcy,
this message will appear. The controller tells you the rtinge fOr the ihput. il':irr{

'.- ! llrr

I t-r' 
;

:, .,:1. 'z 'ffi r,* *r$i+,,:+, r+ii;'iiiii:,8

level, thiii m66dd$e will

!{eari+ sr,,g.&#

The entered parameter value is too high. When yod exit the

appear at the top of the screen.

Check the parameter values. You can restore

(see also 6.9 Parameter data).
.,r q:i r,l x',*i$,l,wi,fy q6:t *'

,.::i i,.,11;1",r. :iii ti.$r.i:';f.$ftt $*12 q.

i'n r?*P' t+gal-'4'.:i,S ;1 t,'

l:,'t ,.,*lr, ,i,..,,.'+ii)r. .l g 
jl!:;:. ,rj rr; ,,;9-,;j1,*1 ;;.1r1

:.i
:,.) ';v:,

!1.
out of rafige -'!.

I ..sgb r558. aaetA
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lmportant messagqs / ef,ror messages

FnnnruereRToo Low !

PRRR

IIRTfiThe entered parameter value is too low. When you exit the level, this message will

. appear atthe top ofthe screen

- Check the parar*eter values, Yqu can restore default values by pressing the

(see also 6.9 Paramgterdata).

. PROGNOTFOUND!

The controller cannot find the program you are looking for on the diskette. lnsert the correct

diskette and repeat the seqrch with the soft key function (see also 11.1.5 How to flnd

programs).

. READ ERROR I

The controller,cannot read therdiskette you have inserted.

Gauses: . The di5kette,is not formatted.

. The selected progmm Pannot be loaded. Repeat the procedure.

Upper beam,ti[_!

The tili switeh has interruPted the upper beam closing movement.
Open the uPper beairwith the left foot switch. Enter an upper beam closing height in the bending
prograrn for ciamping the plate.

. n. -

:l .

...'-
' ;wRlTE ERROR I 

.,i:ifE 
,

: r"i:i. :

The disd<ette is write prote'eted, you can$ot save the program to the diskette.
Make surqyou have inserbd'the.right diskefte. Remove the write protection from the diskette
(see 11.1.1 AQoutdiskettes). .;

':

. .r. ..J:
., t',.

a

keyCL
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